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Daniel Bennett, Acting Editor

WELCOME
MARS IS A dangerous place. If you manage to get

there, there’s the radiation to contend with. If that

doesn’t wear you down, the microgravity will. At just

over one-third of Earth’s gravity, life on Mars causes

your bones to shrink by around 1 per cent per month.

And don’t even get me started on the weather. These

are just the dangers we know about. What we don’t

know is what will happen to the human psyche when

the first Martian peers out of the window to see Earth

shrink into nothingness. The answer may lie in another

inhospitable place: Antarctica. On p37, find out what scientists are uncovering 

about isolation in the loneliest place on Earth.

Closer to home, the European Space Agency’s new leader, Johann-Dietrich

Woerner, wants to put a base on the Moon. We investigate how the world’s

space agencies will do it on p60.

Some still believe the first Moon landing was a conspiracy. But what makes 

some conspiracies endure while others fade away? Find out on p48.

Finally, Halloween’s just around the corner, so the likes of Jason and Freddy

will be occupying your screens. But nature possesses monsters far more

gruesome than Hollywood could ever dream up. If you love a fright, give

yourself some nightmares by turning to p44. Enjoy the issue!

APPEARING IN THIS ISSUE…

SUBSCRIBER
BONUS

On p16, Alan Baddeley reveals the secrets of human
memory… now where did we leave our car keys?

WANT TO
SUBSCRIBE?

Turn to p16 and save 30% on the
cover price and bag a free gift

PS Don’t miss our December

issue, on sale 12 November 2015 

As a doctor,
well-travelled explorer,
and expedition medic

on Antarctic missions, Alex was
perfectly qualified to discuss the
effects of isolation on p37.

Matt

Swaine

Kath

Nightingale

Matt is a former Editor
of BBC Wildlife
Magazine and is a fan ofe

all animals – but even he struggled to
love some of the gruesome real-life
monsters he researched on p44.

Rob is an academic
specialising in the
psychology of

conspiracy theories. On p48, he looks
at the reasons why so many of us
believe in them.

Rob

Brotherton

Science writer Kath
donned her cape
and mask to find out

more about the tribes that have
successfully tapped into superhuman
powers. Be amazed on p56.

Dr Alex

Kumar
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THIS MONTH WE…
…obtained a Nerf 

N-Strike Modulus

ECS-10 for our Xmas

gift guide. So we
spent a Friday evening

firing foam darts at each
other. It beats lavender
oil for stress relief!

…got our hands on a

new office pet. Meet our
BB8 Star Wars bot, whos
has been appearing on our
social media pages this
month. Look out for him
in an upcoming issue of 
BBC Focus.

…went along to a 

drone racing event, 

where highly skilled 
competitors sent FPV
(first-person view)
drones hurtling round an 
obstacle track. Find out 
more in a future issue.
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A UNIQUE ECOSYSTEM lies

hidden from view, 290m

beneath the Earth’s surface.

This 16.47-acre sinkhole

is concealed in the misty

mountains of Xuanen County,

in China’s Hubei province.

The sinkhole formed when

water dissolved the soluble

underlying rock. As well

as sinkholes, this process

can create caves and

underground streams.

With light and water

constantly trickling in, this

miniature world is able to

sustain a variety of plants,

insects and birds, whose

isolation could lead to the

formation of new species.

“What matters for

speciation to progress is the

balance between isolation

and the strength of natural

selection for adaptation to

the special conditions in the

sinkhole, such as low light,”

explains the University of

Sheffield’s Prof Roger Butlin.

“There would also have to

be a large enough population

in the sinkhole for natural

selection to be effective,

relative to chance effects

like genetic drift.”

PHOTO: BARCROFT MEDIA

Lost world

Awe-inspiring images from the world of  science
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THIS INTRICATE ICE kingdom 

frosted the top of Slovenia’s 

Mount Javornik in December 

2014 after a 10-day storm.

The chilly covering is called 

‘rime’ – an ice that forms when 

fog freezes onto vertical 

surfaces. This occurs when low 

temperatures combine  

with strong winds. 

“It is generally most common 

in mountainous regions,” 

explains Dr Ronald Stewart, 

Professor of Environment and 

Geography at the University of 

Manitoba. “Air is being forced 

to ascend up the mountain and 

as it does so, it expands and 

cools. If the original air was 

close to being saturated to 

begin with – that is, it had high 

relative humidity – the excess 

water vapour that the air can’t 

‘hold’ comes out as small liquid 

droplets that can strike trees, 

rocks and buildings.”

The weight of ice caused 

trees to come crashing down. 

But within just a few hours, the 

rime melted away.

PHOTO: MARKO KOROSEC

Sublime rime 
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TO THE CASUAL observer, 

the colourful strips of these 

potash ponds appear to be 

giant sections of stained 

glass, nestled among the 

canyons of Utah’s rugged, 

red landscape.

The potash evaporation 

ponds form part of a mine 

that extracts potassium 

compounds from the rock 

deep below. 

“Wells are drilled into 

the salt beds beneath 

the site and hot water is 

used to dissolve the salts 

and transport them to the 

surface,” says Daniel Hall 

from the Utah Division of 

Water Quality. “The brine 

is then deposited into the 

evaporation ponds.”

After 300 days under 

the hot sunshine, the 

crystals are taken away and 

processed for a variety of 

uses, including agriculture 

and beer brewing.

Blue dye is added to 

the water, which gives 

the ponds their colour. 

Blue absorbs more solar 

radiation and therefore 

speeds up the evaporation.

These vivid pools are 

fast becoming an intriguing 

attraction in what is known 

as Canyon Country.

PHOTO: LORAINELTAI/FLICKR

Crystal pools
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I can see clearly now

MESSAGE OF THE MONTH

The writer of next issue’s Message of the Month wins a set of 

Urbanista Boston earphones, worth £59.99. With both wireless 

and Bluetooth capabilities, you won’t get tangled up in wires 

again. They’re also water-resistant, so you needn’t let a little rain 

hold you back! Available to buy from carphonewarehouse.com

Write in and win!

I HAD AN epiphany while reading the
answer to Sam Leech’s question, ‘How do
penguins see clearly underwater?’ in the
Q&A section of the August issue.

I hadn’t appreciated that the shape of
the eye contributes 90 per cent to focusing.
For the last few years I have been blaming
my growing difficulty in reading on ageing
lenses and weakening eye muscles.

After reading Luis Villazon’s explanation,
I took off my reading glasses, closed one eye
and very gently (I say again, very gently!)
squeezed the sides of my eyeball. To my 
delight the blurred page came into focus!
So, the onset of my hyperopia is really due
to my eyeballs changing shape over time?
This led me to think, can I massage my eyes

them reinflated to

their once youthful roundness? I’m being
light-hearted, but is there any kind of
treatment for ‘flattened-eye syndrome’?
Steve Varman, Feltham

Luis Villazon replies: Hyperopia, or
longsightedness, is caused by an eyeball that
is too short, or a lens that is too flat, or a
combination of the two. It’s usually present
from birth, but when you are young, the
ciliary muscles of the eye can bend the lens
enough to compensate. Your longsightedness
now is because your lens is less flexible
and your eye muscles aren’t as strong. The
actual shape of your eyeball hasn’t changed.
Theoretically, you could correct your vision
by squashing your eyeball, but this would be
a lot less comfortable than wearing glasses.

REPLY
Your opinions on science, technology and BBC Focus Magazine

Letting the smoke clear
Your article on e-cigarettes (August, p58)
was fascinating, and it highlighted what
I think has been a very hasty decision by 
the Welsh government to ban e-cigarettes
in public places. Although the long-term
effects of e-cigarette smoking are yet
to be fully understood, it’s clear from
what we do know today that they are
many times less harmful than traditional
cigarettes. Given the havoc that smoking 
plays with the health of millions of
people, not to mention the toll on the
health system, wouldn’t it be better for
the Welsh government to not stamp
out e-cigarettes just yet? The argument
that they could be a gateway to tobacco
smoking seems very weak versus the
counter argument that e-cigarettes are
the most successful measure to migrate
smokers away from tobacco.
Chris Oestrich, Pontypridd

Dawkins delight
In your October issue (p49), I was
pleased to follow the interview with
Richard Dawkins, a man not afraid
to hoist the banner high on behalf of
science and rational thinking. His critics
accuse him of preaching aggressive
atheism but why should he not promote
a secular, rationalist message when we 
are subjected to those on the broadcast
media, and even at our front door,
who hope to convince us that opinions
fostered since the Middle Ages are 
compatible with – or preferable to – the
findings of modern science?

His books are well presented and
approachable. Though I
have not read all of h
The God Delusion
in my case be preac
to the converted. I
do feel that The
Ancestor’s Tale, my
favourite, ought to
have a place in
the libraries of 

reply@sciencefocus.com

BBC Focus Magazine, Tower House, 
Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN

@sciencefocus

www.facebook.com/sciencefocus

Letters may be edited for publication 
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Steve Varman wonders whether

long-sightedness could be fixed

by squishing your eyeballs
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doesn’t even begin to do it justice.
Bill McGuire, Focus contributor and 
volcanologist, Brassington

Rumbled
I’ve been getting Focus magazine since it 
started. And over the years some articles 
have concerned me, though most have 
given me a sense of optimism. Until now 
no article has left me with such a
sense of horror as the sugar-fuelled
planes piece in the September
issue (p32). Surely the waste from
sugar production is the main
source of rum… ?
Pat McDonnell

Maths muse
Whoa! If the intent
of the article by
Robert Matthews on
maths education (September, p21) was to
be controversial then I award him 11 out
of 10 (such is my mathematical ability).

Maths is a language that has the
ability to express, in clear terms, the
thoughts and concepts of the author. In
my experience, no more children dislike
maths than the numbers of students who
dislike sport or other subjects.

As with children in primary school and
the English language, it is not exactly fun
to learn the alphabet, but they need to do
so in order to get to more interesting and
satisfying forms of expressing themselves
in the verbal and written word.

It is simply the case that the
mathematical alphabet takes years to
learn, into and through a secondary
education. Once one can read and write
in the mathematical language, then the
fun with numbers (and letters) begins.

Yes, I suspect that computer-based
maths, in education, might make the
mathematical language appear more
interesting. However, the reality is
that there is a need to learn about food
ingredients before we can win The Great
British Bake Off and this will not be made
less mundane by the introduction of a
Raspberry Pi.
Chris Botham, Cheshire

NOVEMBER 2015 / FOCUS / 19

all schools and universities. When will 
humanity grow up? 
Jeff Clarke, Devon

Governing grumble
Stephen Baxter’s ‘One world to rule them
all’ (October, p35) prompts thoughts
about how near we may be to a situation
of world government, and indeed how
close to it we should be.

I suspect that, on a scale of one to 10,
our closeness to such overall guiding
power is perhaps at -100. How long has
the world struggled to create peace in
the Middle East? How long will it take to
solve the refugee problem in Europe?

If in future the only solution to some
major world problems is scientific,
and collaboration on a worldwide
basis is needed to make it happen,
then frankly our chances seem pretty
poor. Yet mankind is characterised as a
collaborating species. We seem to have a
way to go yet.
Patrick Forsyth, Essex

Technology gone bad
On coming across the ‘smart cap’ piece
(October, p79), I had to check the
magazine cover to make sure it wasn’t
April. Surely this was some sort of joke?
But no! The might of technology has at
last solved the problem that has long
been the bane of our lives. How to tell
that the milk is off without having to
undergo the terrible ordeal of giving it a
quick sniff. And so easily too. Simply put
a research team together that has nothing
better to do, design an electronic circuit
to fit a milk carton cap,
which will drain much-
needed resources if it 
catches on, and then 
require everyone to 
have a smartphone to 
hand whenever they 
have a concern over 
the freshness of their 
daily pint. The phrase 
‘technology gone mad’ 

Oops!
• 23andMe genetic testing requires 
you to spit into a tube, rather than 
swabbing your mouth, as reported 
in the September issue. 
• In the US, 23andMe still offers 
ancestry info and raw data.
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Meet the Hedgehog,

NASA’s next-gen
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comets and asteroids

p24 HOARY OLD 

HOMININ

Unknown species 

of protohuman 

discovered in a 

cave (where else?)

T H E  B I G  S T O RY

S IGNS OF  FLOWING WATER FOUND ON MARS:  
C O U L D  L I F E  B E  N E X T ?

NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter confirms 

that mysterious streaks on the surface of the 

Red Planet are evidence of liquid water

PICTURES  
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amazing images 

sent back from 

New Horizons
p32 p35

– a vital element for life

Dark streaks on the Martian

surface suggest that water

still flows on the planet at

least some of the time
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IT MAY HAVE a reputation of being
a huge, dusty red rock, but a new

study has found evidence of water flowing on
Mars. The discovery is likely to fuel further
speculation that life could be found on the
Red Planet.

Researchers analysing data sent back by
NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO)
satellite have found that a series of dark
lines which streak the Martian surface are
most likely to be made by streams of salty
water trickling down the rocky inclines.
Spectroscopic analysis of these streaks,
known as recurring slope lineae (RSL), has
found them to contain hydrated minerals
called perchlorates, a type of salt that has
previously been detected in Martian soil.

The streaks darken and widen during
warmer months before fading during cooler
spells. This is thought to be due to the salts
lowering the freezing point of the liquid brine,
just as putting salt on roads here on Earth
causes ice to melt more rapidly, allowing it to
flow during warmer spells.

“Our quest on Mars has always been to
‘follow the water’ in our search for life in
the Universe, and now we have convincing
science that validates what we’ve long
suspected,” said NASA’s John Grunsfeld.

“This is a significant development, as it
appears to confirm that water, albeit briny, is
flowing today on the surface of Mars.”

It is as yet unclear where the water comes
from, but the researchers say it’s likely to
form a shallow flow just beneath the surface.
“When most people talk about water on
Mars, they’re usually talking about ancient
water or frozen water,” said researcher Rich
Zurek. “Now we know there’s more to the
story. This is the first spectral detection that
unambiguously supports our liquid water-
formation hypotheses.”

It is theorised that water is needed for life
to develop, as it provides a medium in which
organic compounds can mix with one another
in a so-called primordial soup to produce
simple organisms. From these basic building
blocks, more complicated plants and animals
can then evolve.

“It took multiple spacecraft several years to
solve this mystery, and now we know there is
liquid water on the surface of this cold, desert
planet,” said Michael Meyer, lead scientist for
the Mars Exploration Program. “It seems that
the more we study Mars, the more we learn
how life could be supported, and where there
are resources that could potentially support
life in the future.”

TIMELINE

A history of Martian biology

American astronomer

Percival Lowell

observes what he

believes are canals built 

by intelligent life forms 

on Mars. Later 

observations found it 

was an optical illusion.

1895 1953 1972

Stanley Miller and Harold

Urey create amino acids,

the building blocks for

proteins, by mixing water, 

ammonia, methane and 

hydrogen in a flask and 

passing an electrical 

current through it.

NASA’s Mariner 9 space

probe sends back images

of the surface of Mars

showing riverbeds, 

canyons and evidence of 

water erosion.

2006

The Mars Global

Surveyor takes

photographs of gullies,

seemingly formed by 

water that must have 

been flowing in very 

recent times.

This image of Garni Crater 

clearly shows the streaks 

that reveal water’s presence

Why is water so vital for life?

Water is a solvent used to dissolve all 

of the different molecules and 

compounds that life is based on. We 

know there has been lots of water on 

Mars in the past, but the big question 

has been is it still liquid today, in the 

current desert landscape of Mars? 

That’s why this recent announcement 

is so important.

 

Why is it important that the 

water is liquid?

If you have a solid, then nothing can 

move around – it’s all locked in place. If 

you have a gas, things are too hot and 

moving around so fast that they don’t 

interact together. A liquid is the 

perfect in-between state, where 

things can move around but they are 

still held quite closely so they can 

interact with each other lots, and so 

you can have the kind of chemical 

reactions that drive life.

 

What should we look for next?

Water is the essential biosolvent, but 

for live to exist you also need complex 

chemistry. All life on Earth, and what 

we suspect will be life on other 

worlds, is organic, or carbon-based, 

life. Carbon is extremely good at 

sticking to itself and to other atoms. 

It’s also ideally suited to building up 

these great big architectures, these 

complex scaffolds of molecules, that 

we see make up things like DNA, 

proteins or lipids. These are the things 

that all life on Earth is made from.

 

What sort of life might we ever 

expect to find on Mars?

This might disappoint some people, 

but we aren’t talking about anything 

more complex than perhaps some 

particularly hardy bacteria. These 

would be similar to the kinds of life we 

find surviving in the harshest 

environments here on Earth – 

so-called ‘extremophiles’. No one is 

looking for green bug-eyed monsters!

ANALYSISANA ALYSISNA ALYSIS

Lewis 
Dartnell

Astrobiologist and author of  

Life In The Universe



S
TEPPING INTO THE
robotics lab at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in
California takes you into
a world of extraordinary

inventiveness. Facing us,
between workbenches crammed
with laptops, soldering irons
and spools of cable, was a
bundle of technology the size
of a small dustbin: a highly
versatile machine called the
RoboSimian.

Named for the agility and
adaptability of a monkey, this
robot is meant to serve as
an emissary on missions too
dangerous for people – entering
anything from the wreckage of
a gas plant to the smouldering
aftermath of a radioactive
accident to the unknown terrain
of an alien world.

To manoeuvre over debris, its
four legs descend to provide a
crawling motion. To roll across
a smooth surface, the robot
morphs into a shape that uses
wheels. And to drive a car, it
extends its limbs into a standing
posture so it can slip behind

the wheel of the vehicle.
Watching it go through

these transformations is a little
unnerving. The movements
are extremely slow but the
twists, turns and elevations are
executed so smoothly that the
machine gives an impression of
effortless self-confidence.
The engineers running it keep

stressing that although the
robot is unusually robust and
versatile, its two on-board
computers give it pretty limited
processing power – it’s certainly
a long way, they say, from
anything that could think or act
remotely like a human being.
In fact, the lab is a good place
to come for some balance
in the furore over whether
robots equipped with artificial
intelligence will inevitably

overtake and then destroy us.
Such are the difficulties of
creating synthetic intelligence
that might be comparable to
human brainpower, and motors
that are small but powerful and
batteries that last more than a
few hours, that the threat of a
robot army seems too distant to
take seriously.

But whenever we filmed
the RoboSimian being put
through its paces, we found

ourselves keeping a sharp eye
on it. And one of the NASA
team was always on hand with
a kill-switch. Just in case, they
said. As I left, I wondered what
safety measures a future film
crew would need if they were
close to a robot that was far
smarter than RoboSimian.

DAVID SHUKMAN is the BBC’s

Science Editor. @davidshukmanbbc

The science that matters

DAVID SHUKMANMonkeying around  

with NASA’s latest bot 

What did he say?

Gates is urging governments 
around the world to pool money 
into research in renewable
energy technologies on the same
scale as the Manhattan Project
or the Apollo Moon missions.

How much money is he

talking about?

Tens of billions of dollars.

WHO’S IN THE NEWS?
Hang on. Why doesn’t he put his 

money where his mouth is?

Actually, he has. So far he 
reckons he has invested
about £650m into companies
researching green technologies
and intends to double this over
the next five years. He has also
said that private investors could
stand to make a killing if they
back the right companies.

So what kind of projects  

is he picking?

He seems particularly interested 
in solar chemical power,
which uses a process similar
to photosynthesis to make
hydrogen fuel from water and
sunlight. He’s also keen on high-
altitude wind power, which uses
kite-like structures to tap the
energy of jet streams.

se rie
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RoboSimian could be used in Earth-bound  

missions as well as space exploration.  

Watch it in action at bit.ly/RoboSimian 

Bill Gates
Microsoft

co-founder
and world’s
richest man
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What did they do?

Researchers at Kyoto University
showed two films to six chimps
and six bonobos. In the first film,
a person dressed in an ape suit

leaps out from one of two doors.
In the second, a person picks up
a toy hammer and bashes the
ape. They used eye-tracking to
see what was holding the apes’
attention and then played them
the films again, 24 hours later.

What did they find?

When watching the first video
again, the apes’ eyes were trained
on the door from which they’d

seen the ape character jump out.
In the second video, they stared
at the hammer, even though it
was put in a different place.

Why did they do that?

This proves that apes can
store and retrieve info in their
long-term memories. This
allows them to anticipate
upcoming events based on
previous experiences.

Apes shown

‘horror movies’

THEY DID WHAT?!

SPACACACACEEEE

Meet the comet-exploring ‘Hedgehog’

24 / FOCUS / NOVEMBER 2015

NASA RESEARCHERS HAVE 
created a bouncing rover that 
could be used to explore comets 
and asteroids.

Nicknamed ‘Hedgehog’, 
thanks to its unique spiky 
design, the rover can move 
in any direction and is better 
equipped to cope with low 
gravity and rough, unpredictable 
terrain than conventional 
wheeled rovers.

The robot is being jointly 
developed by teams from 

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab 
and Stanford University. It 
consists of a cube-shaped body 
with eight spiky corners. It 
moves by turning to face in the 
desired direction, then spinning 
and rapidly braking internal 
flywheels. The force of rapid 
deceleration makes the robot 
‘leap’ or ‘hop’ forwards. 

“The geometry of the 
Hedgehog spikes has a 
great influence on its 
hopping trajectory. We have 

experimented with several
spike configurations and found
that a cube shape provides the
best hopping performance. The
cube structure is also easier
to manufacture and package
within a spacecraft,” said
Stanford’s Benjamin Hockman.

The prototypes have been
tested in low-gravity conditions
aboard NASA’s C-9 aircraft
and both were able to move
around in sandy, rocky and
icy environments.

The teams are currently
developing the bot’s ability to
work independently, enabling
it to perform tasks without
needing constant instructions
from Earth. Their idea is
that an orbiting mothership
would relay signals to and
from the bot, similar to how
NASA’s Mars Curiosity rover
communicates via satellites
orbiting the Red Planet.

To watch the bot in action,
visit bit.ly/NASAhedgehog

D i scove rie s

Honest. This is serious science

The robot’s shape allows it to 

travel on unstable surfaces 

without falling over

It hops around by  

spinning and braking  

internal flywheels



Swiss movement, English heart

C1000 TYPHOON FGR4

Made in Switzerland / Self-winding, customised ETA Valjoux 7750
chronograph with hour and minute bi-compax sub-dials / 42 hour power
reserve / 42mm, high-tech ceramic case with titanium sub-frame / AR08
coated, museum grade, sapphire crystal / Delta and canard wing shaped
stop-second hand / Deep-etched case-back engraving / Military style,  
high density webbing and leather strap with Bader deployment
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Now you  

see it…

A SUPER-THIN ‘cloak’ has been used 
to conceal objects in visible light. The 
cloak is microscopic in size, but its 
developers at Berkeley Lab believe 
it could be scaled up to hide bigger 
objects. Its surface is made of so-called 
metamaterials that re-route reflected 
light waves in a way that’s not seen 
in natural materials. The cloak is 80 
nanometres (80 billionths of a metre) 
thick and made of ‘bricks’ of gold 
nanoantennas. The technology could 
in future be used in 3D displays.

SOLAR PANELS THAT follow the 
Sun capture much more energy than 
those that lie permanently flat. The 
bulk and weight of conventional 
tracking motors, however, makes 
them unsuitable for most roofs. 
Now the University of Michigan has 
harnessed the Japanese paper-cutting 
art of kirigami to design lightweight 
solar strips that bend when flexed, 
capturing 36 per cent more energy 

Sun-tracking  

solar cells

D i scove rie s
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Photosynthesis 

record broken

Harry Potter’s invisibility cloak is getting closer and 

closer to becoming a reality

Predicting plant size

WOULDN’T IT BE great to know exactly 
how big your potted plant will grow 
when it’s just a seedling? A new method 
developed at Belgium’s VIB Institute does 
just that. It’s based on the principle that a 
particular set of genes is associated with 
the size to which a leaf will eventually 

grow. The technique will help plant 
breeders identify the most useful 
plants, thereby speeding up the process 
of cross-breeding. The researchers linked 
a set of RNA molecules in corn seedlings 
to properties that are expressed later on 
in the plant’s growth.

BBY GGGR AHHAAM SOUT

Sound wave  

brain control

than flat panels.
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A 17-YEAR RECORD for efficiency
in artificial photosynthesis has been
beaten. The new record efficiency
of 14 per cent is close to the level
at which it would be commercially
viable to use solar energy to split 
water into oxygen and, more
importantly, hydrogen fuel.

THE ABILITY TO ac
in the brain, heart an
without damaging oth
be a huge medical adv
been achieved in the
Salk Institute researc
ultrasonic sound wav
one day work in the h

The device that

changes solar

energy to hydrogen
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TTARDIGRADES, OR WATER bears, are
mmicroscopic creatures that can withstand
extremely hot and cold temperatures, and
even the vacuum of space. When they dry
out, they survive by coating themselves
inn glassy molecules to remain in a state of

suspended animationn. This property led
University of Chicagoo scientists to discover 
a new type of glass with an ordered
alignment of molecules. The discovery
could improve the efficiency of LEDs,
solar cells and optical fibres.

Water

bear glass

Wearable

energy sensor

e s

See-through

brains

How caffeine

affects sleep

COFFEE WAKES YOU up – fact. But
now it’s been shown that caffeine affects
the human circadian clock. Drink a
double espresso (or the equivalent) three
hours before sleep, and your body clock
is delayed by 40 minutes. The discovery
will help understanding of sleep
disorders and may help treat jet lag.

The science

diet

A new technique

offers the prospect of

better brain imaging

A new wearable can track your carbon footprint

MAGNIFISENSE IS A prototype 
wearable device that calculates 
your carbon footprint by measuring 
how much you use cars, buses 
and household devices. Its 
sensors detect and record the 
electromagnetic radiation given off 
by motors and electronics.

If you want to toughen glass, take some tips from a tardigrade

THE BEST WAY of losing 
weight and keeping healthy 
may be to listen to your gut. 
The first steps towards a 
personalised diet based 
on the bacteria in your 
digestive system have been 
taken at Sweden’s Chalmers 
University of Technology. 
The diversity of bacteria 
and other microorganisms 
in your gut – known as the 
gut microbiome – varies 
enormously from person 
to person. In the Swedish 
study, patients with low 
diversity of bacteria had 
improved blood chemistry 
on the diet.

In future, dietary advice 

may be tailored to your 

individual microbiome

GOOGLE ‘TRANSPARENT MOUSE’ 
and you’ll see photos of a see-
through rodent. Now it’s possible 
to see through tissue in an animal 
brain, thanks to the RIKEN Brain 
Science Institute in Japan. The 
technique allows brain structures 
to be studied under a microscope. 
It’s been used to create 3D images 
that have shown how plaques form 
inside the 
brain of a 
mouse with 
Alzheimer’s 
disease.

D i scove rie



For 25 years, The Great Courses has brought the world’s

foremost educators to millions who want to go deeper into

the subjects that matter most. No exams. No homework.

Just a world of knowledge available anytime, anywhere.

Download or stream to your laptop or PC, or use our

free mobile apps for iPad, iPhone, or Android. Over 500 

courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.co.uk.

The Great Courses®, Unit A, Sovereign Business Park,

Brenda Road, Hartlepool, TS25 1NN. Terms and conditions 

apply. See www.TheGreatCourses.co.uk for details.

Einstein’s Relativity and
the Quantum Revolution: 
Modern Physics for
Non-Scientists, 2nd Edition
Taught by Professor Richard Wolfson
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE

LECTURE TITLES

1. Time Travel, Tunnelling, Tennis, and Tea

2. Heaven and Earth, Place and Motion

3. The Clockwork Universe

4. Let There Be Light!

5. Speed c Relative to What?

6. Earth and the Ether—A Crisis in Physics 
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8. Uncommon Sense—Stretching Time
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15. Black Holes
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21. Quantum Weirdness and Schrödinger’s Cat

22. The Particle Zoo

23. Cosmic Connections

24.  Towards a Theory of Everything

Einstein’s Relativity and the

Quantum Revolution: Modern Physics 

for Non-Scientists, 2nd Edition
Course no. 153 | 24 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

Black Holes Reveal 
Time Travel
Now you can learn the basic ideas behind Einstein’s theories of
relativity and quantum physics from 24 vibrant, expertly delivered
lectures. In Einstein’s Relativity and the Quantum Revolution:
Modern Physics for Non-Scientists, 2nd Edition, Professor Richard 
Wolfson explains these two awe-inspiring concepts in ways that 
anyone can readily master.

A professor of physics and a prolific science author, Dr. Wolfson
clearly explains relativity and the principles underlying quantum
physics. Whether exploring the nature of light or investigating
the ideas of spacetime and time travel, these brilliant lectures will
strengthen your understanding of our strange, beautiful universe.

Offer expires 14/11/15
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Com ment

OMETIMES IT’S NICE to be proved

wrong. I’ve long been sceptical of claims

that human genome research will lead to

big, life-saving breakthroughs any time

soon. But now it seems all the decades

of dogged effort are starting to pay off.

Take the recent news of a gene-based blood test

that can warn breast cancer patients of a relapse

months before anything shows up on a scan.

Developed by researchers at the Institute of

Cancer Research (ICR), London, the test is said to

detect the presence of just a few cancer cells in

the blood. To achieve such amazing sensitivity, the

scientists used a neat trick akin to fingerprinting

criminals. Using samples from the original tumour

of each patient, they obtained the unique genetic

profile of the cells, allowing rapid detection if these

‘criminals’ try to return to the scene of the crime.

A small study of women previously treated

for breast cancer suggested the test can

accurately predict which patients will relapse. The

researchers cautioned it will be some years before

the test is ready for prime-time, but said it could be 

a “game-changer”.

When I first heard the story, I must admit

my reaction was: “Hmm, haven’t we been here

before?” Last year, another research team

announced a blood test said to detect mutations in

a gene linked to breast cancer. They also claimed

a small study in women suggested it could predict

breast cancer risk years before diagnosis.

Yet experts queued up to give that earlier claim

a kicking. So why should we get excited about this

new ‘breakthrough’?

When faced with claims

about simple tests, we

can check them out

using… well, a simple

test. It consists of three

questions: how many

humans has it been tested

on; how accurate is it;

and how much does it tell

us anyway?

Many claims fall at the

first hurdle, having merely been tested on small and furry cheese-eaters.

But both these new breast cancer tests have been studied in humans –

albeit only a few dozen.

So how accurate were they? That’s a bit of a tricky one, because

‘accuracy’ is one of the most abused words in science. Researchers

have a habit of quoting only the success rate of their test in identifying

those who develop a disease. This so-called true-positive rate is often

very high – 80 per cent or more. But on its own, it’s pretty misleading. 

After all, there’s a simple way of identifying 100 per cent of women who

develop breast cancer: 100 per cent of them are female. Gender isn’t

exactly a useful test, though – because 100 per cent of women who don’t

have breast cancer are also female. In other words, this ‘test’ has a huge

false-positive rate.

It’s a silly example, but it highlights a serious point: we can only judge

scientific accuracy if we know both the true- and false-positive rates.

The best tests are those where the former is much higher than the latter.

Without that, they don’t add much insight.

So how do the two breast cancer test claims compare? As is so often

the case, you have to wade through the research papers to get all the

necessary figures. But the upshot is that it’s not even close: the ICR’s test

looks far more promising. Its true-positive rate is over 10 times its false-

positive rate, while the other test barely does better than a coin-toss.

It’s still too early to tell if any of

these genetic tests will prove to

be “game-changers”. But it’s never

too early to ask the right questions 

about them. �
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“So how accurate

were they? That’s a

tricky one, because

‘accuracy’ is one

of the most abused

words in science”

P U T T I N G B I G C L A I M S T O T E S T
Taking a closer look at another ‘breakthrough’

RO B E RT  M AT T H E W S

ROBERT MATTHEWS is Visiting

Professor in Science at Aston 

University, Birmingham 

Hold your horses! Don’t celebrate your results 

until you’re sure they’re accurate
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Reduce risk with a ring

THERE’S STILL A lot of stigma

around sexual health. Hoping to

change that is Hoope – a ring-like

device that allows anyone to test

themselves for STIs, wherever they

are. Once fitted over the thumb, a

needle collects a pinprick of blood,

while electrodes are said to block

the sensation of pain. A ‘lab-on-

a-chip’ then tests for syphilis,

gonorrhoea, trichomoniasis and

chlamydia. The results are

displayed in the Hoope app, which

provides data on the infections and

locations of nearby clinics.

Patent pending

Pothole patrollers

KA-DUNK. THERE GOES a pothole.

Potholes are the scourge of many a

motorist, causing wheel damage,

bumpy journeys and even

accidents. Now, Google wants to

turn your car into a roving pothole

reporter, using onboard, vertical

movement sensors to detect when

your car hits a divot in the road. The

system will upload this data, along

with the car’s GPS location, to a

central server. Here, it could be

used to create maps of pothole-

ridden areas – a useful resource

route-planners and local councils

Patent number: US 9,108,640

Inventions about to change your world

PATENTLY OBVIOUS with James Lloyd

Climate-controlled cribs

SOMETIMES, NO MATTER how cosy your bed, it can be really hard to get

comfy. One minute you’re shivering, the next you’re sweating like a sheep

in a sauna. Why can’t someone invent a climate control system for beds?

Well, now they have. The BedJet works by creating a cushion of air

between the lower bed sheet and the top sheet or duvet. This lifts up the

top sheet slightly, allowing air to circulate to either warm you up or cool

you down. Perfect for those who suffer from night sweats.

The temperature is controlled via a Bluetooth-connected app, while

acoustic damping technology means that it doesn’t sound like you’re

sleeping in a turbine. The BedJet, which fits any sized bed, will also make

adjustments during the night, helping you reach the lower body

temperature needed for deep sleep, before waking you up in the morning

with a gentle warming. Maybe it’s finally time to get rid of granny’s old

electric blankets…

Patent number: US 20150121619

Things are getting hot

between the sheets

THIS ANIMAL IS Bunostegos
akokanensis, the earliest known
creature to stand on all fours.

It was previously thought
that all pareiasaurs, the group
of pre-reptiles to which
B. akokanensis belongs, were
sprawlers – animals whose
limbs jutted out from the
sides of their bodies like
modern-day lizards.

Now, analysis of a set of
260-million-year-old fossils
found in Niger in 2003 and
2006 has determined that the
animal stood upright like a cow
or a hippo.

“A lot of the animals that
lived around the time had a
similar upright or semi-upright
hind limb posture, but what’s
interesting and special about
B. akokanensis is the forelimb,
in that its anatomy is sprawling-
pr
di
bo
els
sa
M

Specifically, the animal’s
shoulder joints faced down so
that the humerus, which runs
from the shoulder to the elbow,
pointed directly down.

The findings that matter
most, however, are all in the
forelimbs. According to Turner,
four observations make the
case that the creature stood
differently to all the rest, with
the legs entirely beneath the
body. They also had less mobile
elbow joints.

During the time that
B. akokanensis lived, Niger
was an arid place where plants
and water sources were scarce.
Walking upright on all fours has
shown to be a more efficient
posture than sprawling and
may have enabled the animal
to endure longer journeys
between meals, Turner said.

Wa

allo

wa

me

in a

recluding and seemingly
rected underneath its

ody – unlike anything
se at the time,”
id researcher
organ Turner.

lking upright would

ow B. akokanensis to

lk further between

als, helping it survive

arid conditions
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First known animal  
to walk on all fours

Bunostegos means knobbly [skull] 

roof. These bumps are not dissimilar 

to those seen on a giraffe’s head
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REAKING DOORS. I wish I’d thought of

them as musical instruments earlier

in my life. I’ve spent just over three

decades viewing them as distracting

or annoying, when I could have seen

them as interesting entertainment. But I realised

the other day that the creak of a door has a lot in 

common with the purr of a cello.

It started when a friend came to stay for a

week. After a two-day internal battle between

politeness and torment, they informed me that

one more squeak of the bathroom door would

cause the final and irrevocable loss of the last of

their marbles. I was so used to the noise that I

didn’t really hear it any more, but when I stopped 

to listen, I could see their point. I applied the

appropriate unguent, and acoustic calm was

restored. But it set me wondering about how a

small hinge could make such a loud noise.

The sound from a musical instrument is the

acoustic signature of its structure. One part

of it is set vibrating (by plucking it or hitting

it or blowing air down it) and the rest of the

instrument is there to connect that vibration

efficiently with the air around it. Once the air

starts to vibrate, the vibrations have to travel, so

they spread out into the surroundings, and we

detect them as sound.

In the case of the squeaky door, the initial

vibrations come from the way that the hinges

move. It’s one of those nice scientific ideas

where the name says it all – it’s called the

‘stick-slip’ phenomenon. Friction, the resistance

of two surfaces to move over each other, is

stronger when those

surfaces aren’t moving.

So you push until you

overcome that strong

resistance, but once

it’s moving, it moves

very quickly because

the friction for moving

objects is lower. If the

push doesn’t keep up, the

object will stop moving

again, and everything

goes back to being stationary. Therefore as I pushed on the creaking

bathroom door, the hinges were moving in very quick small jumps,

and each jump gave the hinges a kick. The hinges started a regular

vibration with a frequency that depends on the jump spacing. The more

frequent that the jumps are, the higher the pitch we hear. The door

moves faster when we first start to push and then slows down when it’s

nearly open, which is why door creaks start off at a high pitch and then 

turn into a low drone. So far, so good. But why does this tiny process

make such a loud noise?

What I realised when I thought about it (sadly, only after the door had

been silenced) was that the reason it’s so loud is the door itself. It’s acting

as an amplifier, just like the body of a cello does. When the cello strings

vibrate, they force the rest of the instrument to vibrate too, and that cello

body is the perfect shape (large and flat) for pushing on the air. That’s

why string instruments all have a body – it transfers the vibrations to

the air. And the door is doing the same thing for the hinges. The sticking-

slipping hinges force the door to vibrate, and it’s the door that pushes

on the air, efficiently transmitting sound energy to the rest of the room.

Adding the door as an amplifier turns the hinge into a musical instrument.

I don’t know whether anyone has ever tried playing tunes on creaking

doors, or even introducing a whole

new section to the orchestra, but

maybe someone should have a go.

Sadly, my bathroom door won’t be

joining the chorus. But at least my 

houseguests will be happy! �
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DR HELEN CZERSKI is a physicist,

oceanographer and BBC science

presenter whose most recent 

series was Super SensesIL
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“I don’t know whether

anyone has ever tried

playing tunes on

creaking doors, but

maybe someone

should have a go”

Everyday science

M U S I C BY T H E D O O R S
A squeaky hinge is intriguingly similar to an instrument

Don’t be annoyed by

a squeaky door – it’s

behaving just like a

musical instrument
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SPACE

Spectacular new images 

of Pluto released

led shot was created 
lue, red and infrared 

camera and then enhancing 
the staggering variety in the 
Scientists have dubbed the 
ight) the ‘Sputnik Platform’.

The peaks shown in this image,
also taken by Ralph, reach
3,500m into the skyline, making

them similar in height to the Pyrenees.
The smooth areas on the right are
thought to be glaciers. Backlighting,
provided by the Sun, highlights
the hazy layers of the
dwarf planet’s scant
atmosphere.

Images taken by the LORRI camera show Pluto’s
surface in detail, down to a resolution of 270m.
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REX: measures
atmospheric composition

LORRI: telescopic
camera

It may now be almost five billion kilometres away from 
Earth, but NASA’s New Horizons probe is still delivering the 
goods. The craft captured a wealth of images when it flew 
past the dwarf planet in July and is continuing to beam 
data back to scientists on Earth via a satellite downlink.
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OBERT ZEMECKIS’S ICONIC film

Back To The Future II (1989) was set

in October 2015, 30 years into the

then-future. As John Gribbin pointed

out in the Summer issue of Focus, the

movie’s predictions had some hits (wearable tech

and video calls), but many misses, such as flying

cars and hoverboards. The writers didn’t foresee

mobile phones and they missed information

technology, the dominant feature of our world.

So prediction is hard. But in 2015, can we make

any better guesses about another 30 years on?

In 2045 our cities will surely be saturated with

the smartness the movie writers missed. Control

systems like traffic lights are already joined in

city-wide networks, but much more is possible.

How about a road surface smart enough to

fix potholes? There have been experiments in

self-healing concrete, using bacteria that grow

in cracks and excrete healing minerals. On a

wider scale, the US city of Chicago is pioneering

techniques in ‘predictive modelling’, mining banks

of data gathered from various places, including

police records and sensors in garbage trucks,

in order to anticipate problems such as crime

hotspots and sanitation breakdowns. But new

forms of crime will become possible if hackers

break into the artificial mind of the smart city.

Meanwhile, cities may become more friendly

to wildlife. Cities are warm places with plenty of

food and a lack of predators; London landmarks

like the Houses of Parliament have already

become home to peregrine falcons, the world’s

fastest bird.

But there may be ways

for cities themselves to

become more ‘natural’.

Rather than relying on

fossil fuels and nuclear

energy, can cities live

off renewable sources?

Around 40 countries

have sufficient access to

geothermal power, the

Earth’s inner heat energy,

to satisfy all their current energy needs. Meanwhile solar heating and

electricity generation are already with us, but their efficiencies could be

improved if we devised an artificial form of photosynthesis. Significant

investment is being made in the technology by the US government and

others. Our cities might literally become green, with the buildings reaching

like trees for the light.

One thing Back To The Future II did get right is that we tend not to tear

everything down and start anew; we build on the legacy of the past. In 

2015, Marty McFly’s home town still has the courthouse we saw in 1985

– though it’s used as a mall. And in the future we might mine that legacy.

There is a growing interest in ‘urban ore’, forgotten supplies of metals

under city streets. It is estimated, for example, that the copper available in

abandoned piping and cablework underneath Swedish cities amounts to

90,000 tonnes, worth over $600m.

Maybe all these predictions are too conservative. In our world there

are already ‘cities’ made from natural materials whose dense populations

enjoy temperature and humidity control, but use no electricity at all. These

are termite mounds. Their ventilation comes not from using machines to

force air through vents as we do; instead, stale air rises naturally through

convection, while fresh air is drawn in from below.

Perhaps this is the true future of construction. After all, we humans

have only been building cities

for a few millennia, while the

termites’ designs have elegantly

evolved over millions of years.

And our cities will merge, at last, 

with nature. �

STEPHEN BAXTER is a science

fiction writer who has written

over 40 books. His latest is

Ultima, published by OrionIL
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“We have only been

building cities for a

few millennia, while

termites’ designs

have evolved over

millions of years”

Future cities could have a

naturally controlled environment, 

just like termite mounds

T H E N AT U R E O F C I T I E S

S T E P H E N  B A X T E R

Future buildings should take inspiration from the wild
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OMETIMES IT FEELS
like the internet has the
answer to everything.
At our fingertips we have
the ability to expand our 

knowledge or test someone’s
dubious ‘Did you know…’
statement like never before.

Our online searches have
their limits, though. If we
have questions about what’s
in front of us, Google can’t
always help. Is this water safe
to drink? Would irises fare well
in this part of my garden? How
much fat is really in this steak?
Search engines can’t access
these objects, so their answers
are limited to averages and
tendencies. To get real answers,
we must tap into the chemical
makeup of our world.

The technology to do this
exists, but it’s relegated to
immovable pieces of lab kit
called near-infrared (NIR)
spectrometers. They have been 
used by scientists for decades
to analyse distant galaxies,
see inside living brains and 
investigate familiar artworks. 

HANDHELD TECH
If we could take spectrometers
into our own hands, this
technology would transform
our future. This has happened
before: consider the computer.
When the first hulking 
calculators appeared in the 
homes and pockets of the 
general public, they became
game-changers for everyone.
The story of spectrometers
could take a similar turn.

Visible light contains a range, 
or spectrum, of wavelengths 
that give us the familiar rainbow
of colours. NIR light also comes
as a spectrum – we just can’t
see it. The wavelengths of NIR
light are special because they
are just right for energising the
bonds that hold all the atoms
in molecules together. NIR is
also perfectly safe to use, unlike

more destructive X-rays or
ultraviolet radiation.

NIR spectrometers work by
shining a spectrum of near-
infrared light onto objects and
analysing the light that bounces
back. Say you want to scan an
apple. Each substance within
the fruit, be it water, sugar or
fibre, will respond to the light in
a unique way. The bonds within
them will be energised, jiggling
around at specific wavelengths.
The spectrometer can compile
these into chemical fingerprints
to identify what’s inside your
particular apple.

If your smartphone held a
personal spectrometer within
it, you could delve into the
chemistry of almost anything.
If your houseplant was looking
worse for wear, rather than
typing in its ‘symptoms’, you
could scan it and get instant
feedback about its needs.
Perhaps you want to test two
glasses of wine to assess which
is sweeter – just scan them
and see. More seriously, if you
ordered some pharmaceuticals 

online and wanted to confirm
their identity, you could scan
them too.

Progress towards portability
is already underway. The
Infrascanner 2000 is a handheld
medical device that uses NIR
technology to non-invasively
test for head trauma. Weighing
just 400g and producing results
within minutes, a kit like this
is designed to help paramedics
make first-aid decisions. This
is still specialised equipment,
but it shows that miniaturisation
is possible. 

SMARTPHONE SCANNER
The first pocket NIR scanner
available to the public may
come from start-ups like
Consumer Physics. Their main
pitch is SCiO, a finger-sized
spectrometer with smartphone
app connectivity. In June
2014, SCiO’s highly successful
Kickstarter campaign raised
over 10 times its original
$200,000 (£130,000) target.
With this, the company plans

to convert its current working
prototypes into real products
anyone can use, with a wide
range of apps to go with them.

Whether or not SCiO is the
device that makes it first, the
scanners will probably follow
cameras and satnavs in their
migration into our smartphones.
In the beginning they may not 
be particularly sensitive, and
functions may be limited. But
that would just be the start. As
more people scan more objects,
databases will grow and new
applications will be discovered. 
The true transformative
potential of this technology
will reveal itself.

With these scanners in
our pockets, we will see the
world very differently. Our
newfound ability to grasp the
world at a molecular level will
reveal questions we never even
thought to ask, that are just 
waiting to be answered.
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EMILY COYTE has a biochemistry

BSc. Her blog is memeticdrifting.com

WRITING COMPETITIONSeeing beneath the surfaceSeeing beneath the surface
Winner in over-21s category: Emily Coyte

The SCiO scanner could help

you choose the best wine to

complement this cheese

CHEMISTRY
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WHILE EXPLORING A remote
network of crevices in South
Africa’s Gauteng province, caver
Steve Tucker stumbled upon a
hoard of bones.

After being recovered
and analysed as part of an
international collaboration
involving the University of
Colorado, the University
of Witwatersrand and the
National Geographic Society,
the fossils were found to belong
to a previously undiscovered
human ancestor. The species
was named Homo naledi, which
comes from the word for ‘star’ in
the local Sesothothe language.

H. naledi stood at just 1.5m in
height and had an orange-sized
brain when fully grown. “The
only thing similar we know of
are the so-called ‘hobbits’ of

Flores Island in Indonesia,”
explained the University of
Colorado’s Charles Musiba.

The researchers are yet to
determine how old the fossils
are or exactly where H. naledi
fits into the human family tree.
Initial studies suggest that
their small brains and body
size most closely resemble
H. erectus, the oldest known
early humans. However, there
are also similarities with
Australopithecus, ancestors of
modern humans that died out
two million years ago.

“This raises many questions,”
Musiba said. “How many species
of human were there? Were
there lines that simply extended
outward and then disappeared?
Did they co-exist with modern
humans? Did they interbreed?”This reconstruction of H. naledi was created by using bone scans of the species

WHIILEE EXEXPLPLORORININGG AA remote FlFlores II lslandd iin IIndon

VOLOLOLUTIOIOIOIONNNN

Human family tree  

gets another branch
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New film The Martian explores whether the

Red Planet could ever support human life. But

Chris Hall says it’s not just food, air and water

that astronauts will have to worry about

M
ARK WATNEY IS having a
pretty bad sol*. After his
team’s living habitat and
vehicles endured several hours

of intense buffeting from a 110mph
sandstorm, NASA gave the order to abort
their mission and return to Earth. In the
process, a communications array
shattered, sending an aerial spearing
into Watney’s side, ripping out his 

*(In case you’re wondering, a sol is a Martian day)

All by

myself
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bio-monitor in the process. Knocked
unconscious by the fall, he has just

awoken with a gasp. Within minutes, he
will realise the staggering and
unthinkable truth.

He has been left for dead; the only man
on Mars. He has at least four years until a
rescue mission could arrive, and only has
facilities designed to last 31 days.

So begins The Martian, Ridley Scott’s
space survival thriller, which is out now.
Understandably, the film focuses heavily
on the practical elements to Watney’s
survival. But he must also combat a far
more insidious danger: extreme isolation.
The psychological hazards of his situation
are tremendous.

“So what? This is unrealistic Hollywood
sci-fi,” you might think. But the truth is,
any Mars mission opens up the possibility
of exposing men and women to
psychological effects beyond anything
ever experienced, even in Earth’s most
inhospitable conditions.

ALL ALONE
The damaging effects of spending
extended periods of time cut off from
society, isolated from necessities and
enduring levels of sensory deprivation
have been recognised for centuries, if not
fully understood. It was said of St
Anthony the Great, a monk and hermit,

Dr Alex Kumar  

near Antarctica’s 

Concordia base

COULD YOU SURVIVE?
Compare the conditions across  

our planet and Mars
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AVERAGE SURFACE TEMP -63°C 14.6°C

TEMPERATURE RANGE 20°C TO -153°C 58°C TO -89.2°C

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 6 MILLIBARS 1,013 MILLIBARS AT SEA LEVEL

MAX WIND SPEED 250MPH 199MPH

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 96% CARBON DIOXIDE, 1.9% ARGON,  
1.9% NITROGEN 

78% NITROGEN, 21% OXYGEN, 0.9% ARGON,  
0.04% CARBON DIOXIDE 

GRAVITY 3.0M/S2 9.8M/S2

LENGTH OF YEAR 1.88 EARTH YEARS 1
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“One of the first things to think about is
Ia u

r dndin
my glove, I pick it up again. If my glove

hand. It’s the sort of weather where your
iPhone headphone cables snap in half.”

It’s not just the obvious harshness of the
polar environment, but the knock-on
effects that weigh on the mind.
Throughout the winter months,
Antarctica’s research stations are
unreachable by any means. This subjects
the team, which was 13 members strong
during Kumar’s stay, to what researchers
in the field call ‘high levels of autonomy’;
when communication off-base might be
limited, and problems must be tackled
with whatever materials are at hand.
Kumar expresses it starkly: “If I get
appendicitis during the winter, I have two
choices. I either cut myself open and
take it out, or I give up and die.”

“If I get appendicitis

during the winter,

I have two choices.

I either cut myself

open and take it out,

or I give up and die”
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-47°C 11°C

17.5°C TO -89.2°C 38.5°C TO -27.2°C

1,000 MILLIBARS AT SEA LEVEL 1,013 MILLIBARS AT SEA LEVEL

199MPH 173MPH

78% NITROGEN, 21% OXYGEN, 0.9% ARGON,  
0.04% CARBON DIOXIDE 

78% NITROGEN, 21% OXYGEN, 0.9% ARGON,  
0.04% CARBON DIOXIDE 

9.85M/S2 (INCREASE CLAIMED AT SOUTH POLE) 9.8M/S2

1 1

Antarctica’s Concordia research base regularly 

experiences temperatures below -80°C in winter

In The Martian, Mark Watney has to try to stay 

alive in a harsh and isolated environment
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There are other physical stressors
in Antarctica that are detrimental to

one’s psychological well-being. Unlike the
Arctic, it is a high-altitude desert, 3,800m
above sea level. Residents at the research
stations are exposed to chronic hypobaric
hypoxia – the same low levels of oxygen
that athletes actively seek out at high-
altitude training camps. 

LOSE YOUR MIND
“It can be good and bad for you; good
in the short term, like for athletes,”
explains Kumar. “But mountaineers
regularly report trouble sleeping. That’s

not great on an expedition, but it’s short-
lived. You try struggling to sleep for a year
and it’s very simple. You lose sleep, you
lose your mind.”

Throw in the permanent darkness of a
winter at the South Pole, and you have a
powerful set of circumstances acting on
the mind. “It puts you through a washing
machine of time. Your circadian rhythms
are freewheeling,” Kumar says.

Even hearing about the effects is
frightening. People become depressed, 
and exhibit symptoms of schizophrenia.
They lose awareness of who they are, and
hear and see things that aren’t there. “I
had terrible nightmares,” Kumar admits.

Right: Members of the Endurance mission worked well as a

team, thanks in part to Shackleton’s leadership skills

Ernest Shackleton’s 

team dine together 

during the Endurance 

mission in June 1915
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“Your dreams muddle things. It’s easy to
become disorientated. Time becomes
jumbled – your concepts of past, present
and future can become confusing.”

Darkness can also distort your short-
term sense of time. French speleologist 
(cave expert) Michel Siffre spent two
months living in darkness under an alpine
glacier; when he emerged, it took him five
minutes to count what he thought was 120
seconds. Others have reported an
adjustment in circadian rhythms to a  
36-hour period of activity followed by 12 
hours of sleep.

“You are experiencing chronic
sensory deprivation,” says Kumar. 

simulated Martian terrain and conducted experiments

Mars500 simulated 

a mission to Mars, 

isolating the six-member 

crew for 520 days

“You try struggling

to sleep for a year

and it’s very simple.

You lose sleep,

you lose your mind”
Dr Alexander Kumar, British expedition medic
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HEAD 
Extended time living in microgravity 

can impair balance, and can even 

alter your vision. Emotional isolation 

has been shown to be a significant 

risk factor for Alzheimer’s, obesity, 

diabetes, high blood pressure, heart 

disease, neurodegenerative diseases 

and cancer.

UPPER TORSO
Vertebrae separate slightly without 

gravity to compress them. Astronauts 

can gain up to 5cm in height, and  

report back pain as a result.

LIMBS
Relieved of the need to walk around, the 

muscles in the legs can waste away.  

In turn, this affects balance and 

increases the risk of tendonitis.

LOWER TORSO
Astronauts experience motion  

sickness, nausea and dizziness in the 

early days of spaceflight.

WEAKENED IMMUNE SYSTEM
Isolation and sleep deprivation have 

been shown to result in a weaker 

t-lymphocyte system. Astronauts are 

more prone to infection by common 

viruses and microorganisms.

BONE LOSS
Living in a zero-g environment causes 

the body to excrete calcium and 

phosphorus, depleting bone strength 

and causing osteoporosis. A Mars 

mission would equate to a lifetime’s 

worth of bone depletion.

NERVE DAMAGE
Prolonged exposure to ionising radiation 

can harm the central nervous system, 

cause cataracts, and can even increase 

the risk of heart disease, cancer  

and brain damage.

HOW SPACE TRAVEL 
AFFECTS YOUR BODY

Astronauts can suffer from 
serious health issues
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the trip. “If people’s work is done, and
they’re waiting to get home to analyse 
samples, the boredom factor could be
huge on that return leg.”

Earth-based projects like Mars500 have
had their critics, but they are a good start.
And our awareness of these issues speaks 
to a willingness to treat psychological
factors as seriously as the physiological
and the technological in the run-up to a
Mars launch. In the words of Kanas, “By
the time we’ve figured out how to get to 
Mars, we will have figured this out. It’s 
absolutely doable.” �

CHRIS HALL is a science and technology

journalist who has written for Esquire,  

Men’s Health andh GQ 

makes the ideal astronaut – there is no
gold standard psychiatric test.”

Mars One aims to put people on the Red
Planet by 2025. Prof Raye Kass, from the
project’s advisory team, highlights the
importance of teamwork and leadership,
citing the example of Ernest Shackleton’s
Antarctic expedition. “Shackleton chose a
wide selection of people and realised the
importance of keeping them functioning
as a team throughout; sometimes doing
odd things like organising a haircut for
everyone during a difficult spell. His crew
never dispersed like Scott’s when things
got hard. And at the end, after they’d had
to walk from the abandoned Endurance,
he asked if anyone wanted to go back.
They all did!”

According to Kanas, at least one major
orbital preparation would be necessary
before feeling confident in launching a
Mars mission. “My advice would be that
we need to put people into a space station
orbiting the Earth and simulate the seven-
month journey. You would artificially
delay their communications and
accurately mimic their level of autonomy
and activities. Then you launch them from
orbit to the Moon, get them to land, poke
around at some rocks, and return to the
orbital module. Then you gradually phase
them back into Earth time.” This would
also be a chance to observe return trip
behaviour, which Kanas believes is 
potentially the most dangerous time of  
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“No-one has ever
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it’s like to look

on the Earth as

a tiny blue speck

in the sky”
Prof Nick Kanas, psychologist and NASA adviser

On one trip, Valeri Polyakov stayed on board the Mir space station for over 14 months
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The noxious chemicals 

in the lizard’s blood may 

come from its diet of 

venomous ants
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VELVET WORM
Peripatoides novaezealandiae | NEW ZEALAND 

This particular specimen is just one of many species of velvet 
worm occupying the southern hemisphere, and it’s hard to beat 
their hunting technique. Step one: locate invertebrates at night 
using sensitive antennae. Step two: use specially modified limbs 
either side of the head to fire a glue-like slime that immobilises 
prey. Step three: inject saliva that starts to digest the prey’s 
insides. Step four: suck out the innards like an insect milkshake. 

EPOMIS BEETLE
Epomis species | MIDDLE EAST
Epomis beetle larvae use an ‘eat-me-I’m-
helpless’ display to lure hungry frogs 
and salamanders to their deaths. A larva 
dodges the amphibian’s tongue and
attaches itself to its head with hook-like 
fangs. From here, it paralyses and then 
digests its victim within hours. On the 
very odd occasion that a frog manages 
to get one in its mouth first, the larva 
is either regurgitated or spat out before 
launching its own attack. The amphibian 
never comes off on top – the epomis
beetle has a 100 per cent strike rate.

SLIMER’S TWIN

PIT 
MONSTER
BOBBIT WORM
Eunice aphroditois | INDO-PACIFIC SEAS
Like the Return Of The Jedi’s infamous
sarlacc monster on Tatooine, the bobbit
worm buries itself underground and
awaits its prey. Five highly sensitive
antennae alert it to approaching victims
and, when triggered, it can pounce with
su hsuch speed that it is reputedly capable of
slicing a fish in half. The worm, which can
grow up to 3m long, then drags its prey
into its burrow. In the words of C-3PO:
“In his belly you will find a new definition
of pain and suffering…”

FACE
HUGGER

Epomis beetle larvae feed 

almost exclusively  

on amphibians

The boobbit worm

lurks on tthe bottom

of waarm oceans

The animal uses its five 

sensory antennae  

to  detect prey

Velvet worm: 

soft-skinned, 

hard as nails
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The remains of an

unfortunate ant, with

Ophiocordyceps unilateralis

sprouting from its head
Often, the dead ants

are found with their

jaws clamped to a leaf

HAGFISH
Myxini class | TEMPERATE SEAS
Where do you start with hagfish? Their four
hearts? Or that they are the only animals
with a skull but no other bones? Actually,
it’s their self-defence strategy that’s the
standout feature. Glands running down the
body create thick goo that is thought to clog
the gills of potential predators. When an
attacker grabs a hagfish, a billowing cloud is
released, forcing the would-be predator to
drop it and retreat.

NORTHERN FULMAR
Fulmarus glacialis | N ATLANTIC AND N PACIFIC
The little girl from The Exorcist has
nothing on these seabirds. The first part
of their stomach, the proventriculus, holds
an oil that is both an energy-rich food for
their chick and a defence against avian
predators. If threatened on its nest, the
fulmar spews a bright orange jet of this
fishy concoction up to 3m. If this noxious
vomit lands on the predator’s feathers, it
can affect their waterproofing, potentially
resulting in a lingering death.

GUNGE
SPRAYER

PROJECTILE 
PUKER“If threatened on its

nest, the fulmar spews
a bright orange jet of
this fishy concoction”

ZOMBIE FUNGUS
Ophiocordyceps unilateralis | TROPICAL FORESTS
Spores from this fungus can quickly take control of an ant’s mind
and an outbreak can wipe out an entire colony, so other ants will
dump an infected insect far from the nest. Disorientated, the
victim will start clambering through its the forest, until it reaches
an exposed location and dies. It then becomes a shell for the
fungus to grow, with tendrils eventually erupting from the ant’s
head and body. When the fungus is mature, spores burst forth
and infect any ant in the vicinity. There are over 400 species of
mind-controlling fungi, each adapted to parasitise and control
the brain of a particular species of invertebrate.

BODY SNATCHER
Researchers and 

photographers are not 

immune to the ‘charms’ 

of the fulmar

Another attractive trait: hagfish 

may swim into dead or dying fish 

to eat them from the inside out
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When they are 

breeding, the male 

frogs develop 

hair-like extensions, 

which help them 

absorb oxygen from 

the water while they 

care for their eggs

The Naegleria

fowleri amoeba

can be found in

unchlorinated

swimming pools

MATT SWAINE is a former Editor of BBC Wildlife

and now writes about nature and the outdoors

JEWEL WASP
Ampulex compressa | SOUTH ASIA, AFRICA AND THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
The paraphernalia of parenthood can seem overwhelming, but
all an expectant jewel wasp needs to raise her young is her very
own zombie cockroach. She lays an egg on the hapless insect and
her little one then hatches out and starts feeding on its own living
larder, until eventually pupating inside the cockroach’s empty
shell. The jewel wasp female administers two precisely delivered
doses of venom to enlist the assistance of this ghoulish wet-
nurse. The first injection to the ’roach’s thoracic ganglion renders
it paralysed; the second to its brain blocks receptors of the
neurotransmitter octopamine, inhibiting the creature’s escape
reflex. After chewing off half of each of the cockroach’s antennae, 
the wasp leads its walking pantry to its burrow. �

ZOMBIE 
NURSERY MAID

HAIRY FROG
Trichobatrachus robustus | CENTRAL AFRICA 

Like Wolverine with his adamantium 
claws, this frog can break its own bones 
and force the ends out through its hind 
toes to create highly effective claws. How 
does it work? A chunk of collagen forms a 
bond between the claw and a small piece 
of bone at the tip of the frog’s toe. When 
the animal is under threat, it contracts a 
muscle so the claw breaks away from the 
bony tip and cuts through the toe. The 
frogs are a delicacy in Cameroon, where 
hunters use long spears to kill them.

BRAIN-EATING AMOEBA 
Naegleria fowleri | WARM FRESHWATER
Planning on taking a dip in warm, stagnant 
water? Then the Naegleria fowleri amoeba 
is the perfect reason to invest in a nose 
clip. It tends to feed on bacteria, but it is 
attracted to chemicals that nerve cells use 
to communicate. It enters the human body 
through the nose, then travels along the 
olfactory nerves and into the skull, where it 
feeds on the brain. Diving and waterskiing 
in infected water represent a big risk… so 
stick to something safer, like tiddlywinks.

BONE 
BREAKER

MIND 
MELTER

Once the jewel wasp larva

has eaten the internal

organs of the cockroach,

it pupates inside the shell

of its body, later emerging

as an adult 

discover MORE!
To see these in action, visit bit.ly/NightmareAnimals 

for others, go to bit.ly/10DeadlyParasites
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WHY WE 
WANT TO 
BELIEVE
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D
ID NASA REALLY land on the
Moon in July 1969? Is global
warming actually a hoax? Who
really shot JFK? Depending on who

you ask, these sorts of questions can lead
down a dark rabbit hole, to a place where
nothing is quite as it seems and no-one
can be trusted. Welcome to the world of 
conspiracy theories.

The term ‘conspiracy theory’ is thrown
around so freely that it seems like
everyone knows what one is, yet a precise
definition is difficult to pin down. Nobody
is denying that conspiracies really do
happen in the world, and so telling
conspiracy theory and legitimate history
apart “is inherently about line-drawing
and judgment,” explains Mark Fenster, a
law professor at the University of Florida
and author of Conspiracy Theories: Secrecy
And Power In American Culture. “We
define certain claims as conspiracy
theories based on the kinds of
explanations they use and stories
they tell, as well as by the

Diana’s death, the

Moon landings,g ,

Kennedy’sy

Forassassination…

every historic eventevery historic ev

there’s a fantastic

conspirac y toy

go with it. Robert

Brotherton revealsr

why they captureh the cap

our imaginationsg
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ARE THE CONSP
UNUSUALLY EVI
Real-life conspira

relatively limited,

The villains of pro

theories, howeve

set higher. At the

to be pathologica

the liberty and w

humans; at wors

world domination

The Kennedy assassination, 9/11 and the Moon landings are 

three favourite topics of conspiracy theorists
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HOW TO SPOT
A C
THE

acknowledging that definitive proof is just
out of reach. As Fenster puts it,
conspiracism is “an active, endless process
that continually seeks, but can never fully
arrive at, a final interpretation.”

Pretty much every noteworthy event
spawns some conspiratorial murmurs,
which you can find in the online world’s
darker recesses (like page two of a Google
search). The internet itself is often blamed
for the rise of conspiracy theories. “No
doubt, the internet allows information to
travel faster and farther than ever before,
but the availability of information does
not in and of itself spread beliefs,” says Joe 
Uscinski, a political scientist at the
University of Miami. “Thousands of
websites push conspiracy theories, but
none of these are highly trafficked
compared to mainstream websites.”

But the internet has also been good for
spreading criticism of conspiracy theories.
Uscinski and co-author Joseph Parent
surveyed 3,000 internet articles 

interpretive leaps they take and the 
evidence upon which they rely.”

Whether you believe them or not,
everyone loves a good conspiracy theorye
(note the return of( The X-Files to ours
screens this winter) and the best ones are
hard to ignore. So what makes them so
appealing and why do some endure longer
than others?

FACT OR FICTION?
A typical conspiracy theory alleges
wrongdoing on an enormous scale, for
instance, and charges the conspirators
with an almost superhuman ability to
plan, predict and control events. And
while the label is generally applied to
claims that critics think are patently false,
the relationship between conspiracy
theory and truth is far more nuanced than
that. The best conspiracy theories are
unproven by design, claiming to reveal
unknown truths, while simultaneously 

PIRATORS 
L?
ators tend to have

mundane ambitions.

ototypical conspiracy

er, have their sights

e very least they tend

ally unconcerned with

well-being of their fellow

t, they are hell-bent on 

n.

AND UNUSUALLY COMPETENT?
While the best-laid plans of mice

and men oft go awry, the villains of

your typical conspiracy theory seem to

have no such trouble. Their convoluted

schemes always play out with barely a

hitch – although they do have a convenient

habit of leaving just enough clues for the 

astute conspiracist to pick up on.
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Rather than building a cast-iron case

out of objective evidence, conspiracy

theories are an exercise in ‘anomaly

hunting’. They pick holes in the ‘official

story’ and speculate about how the

connections between these dots might

trace the outline of a conspiracy.

E PROVEN FALSE?
y theorists face

challenge: they

ng something

vely trying to

ection. If there

a conspiracy

as they say, then

e we wouldn’t

to prove it. Note

alsifiability, like

er warning signs

s not a sure sign

claim is false – but

ood reason for

icism.

“The term might

bring to mind an

image of a group of

dedicated internet

warriors with a flare 

for tinfoil couture”

fingers and a flare for tinfoil couture.
But conspiracy theorists are not as rare as
you might think.

According to a 2012 YouGov survey of
more than 1,700 British people, just under
a quarter said they believe Princess Diana
was assassinated. A further 13 per cent
said they weren’t sure. In a 2015
YouGov poll, 18 per cent of Brits said

mentioning conspiracy theories for their
2014 book American Conspiracy Theories.
They found that more than half of the
sites portrayed the theories in a negative
light – often accompanied by words like
‘fantasy’, ‘bizarre’ and ‘debunked’.

It is also worth noting that conspiracy
theories pre-date the internet by several
thousand years. They have been a popular
preoccupation since at least as far back as
ancient Athens and Rome. The internet is 
just the latest in a long line of
technologies, from language to the
printing press to Twitter, that feed
upon our endless hunger to share and 
consume various ideas.

TINFOIL HATS
Where there are conspiracy theories,
there must, of course, be conspiracy
theorists. The term might bring to mind
an image of a small group of dedicated
internet warriors with itchy caps-lock

III IT BASED ON
ANOMALY HUNTING?

IS IT UNPROVEN?
Why don’t people claim that Watergate

or Iran-Contra are conspiracy theories? 

Because we know they happened.

There’s not much mystery there.

Conspiracy theories are all about fostering

doubt and speculation, flipping conventional

wisdom on its head, and purporting to 

uncover hitherto unknown truths.

CAN IT BE
Conspirac

a special c

are studyi

that’s activ

avoid dete
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as good a
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be able t
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they think global warming is a hoax,
and over half – 52 per cent – agreed 

that ‘officials of the European Union
are gradually seeking to take over all
law-making powers in this country.’

Overseas, at least half of US citizens
thought their government wasn’t telling
the whole truth about the 9/11 attacks,
according to polls conducted between
2004 and 2007 by Zogby International,
Scripps Howard and CBS/The New York
Times. In a more recent 2014 Rasmussen
poll, a quarter of Americans said they are
convinced that the Bush administration
deliberately allowed the attacks to
happen. And it’s not just in the West,
either. In Russia, conspiracy theorising is
a national pastime. In much of the Middle
East, according to historian Daniel Pipes,
it is a way of life.

Part of the appeal is undoubtedly that
conspiracy theories are fun. Richard
Hofstadter, an early and influential
conspiracy scholar, wrote that buying into 

a conspiracy theory signals that you are
“a member of the avant-garde who is
capable of perceiving the conspiracy
before it is fully obvious to an as yet 
unaroused public.”

WHY WE BELIEVE
But we don’t tend to believe things just for
the fun of it. For us to really believe
something, it has to seem plausible. And,
contrary to tinfoil-hat-based stereotypes,
the latest psychological research suggests
that conspiracy theories are not a
deviation from normal thinking. Rather, a
handful of quirks in how our brains
operate might lend conspiracist claims
some intuitive plausibility.

One such quirk of reasoning is called
the proportionality bias. When something
big happens – the public assassination of a
president, say – we are wired to assume
that something equally big must have
caused it. It’s unsatisfying to think 

Conspiracy theorists claim the Twin Towers were

intentionally brought down in a controlled demolition

“When something

big happens, we are 

wired to assume

that something

equally big must

have caused it”
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MOON LANDINGS
One classic Moon landing

conspiracy claims that the flag

Buzz Aldrin planted on the lunar

surface shouldn’t have waved.

However, the flag had a metal

arm to make it stick out, and it

only flapped while Aldrin was

wiggling the pole into place.

Theorists claim that the absence

of stars in the dark lunar sky

proves that the photographs

were taken on a film set. Yet

the exposure on the cameras

was intentionally calibrated for

the brightly lit lunar surface, so

it couldn’t pick up the faint stars.

GLOBAL WARMING
A few cherry-picked soundbites

from the Climategate emails –

the hacked emails of scientists

at the University of East Anglia’s

Climate Research Unit – were

taken by some global-warming-

deniers as evidence of a plot

among scientists to manipulate 

climate data. Yet several

inquiries found no evidence of

wrongdoing. The fact remains

that many independent lines

of evidence converge on the

conclusion that Earth’s climate

is getting warmer and we’re 

partly to blame.

KENNEDY ASSASSINATION
The ‘magic bullet theory’

asserts that the bullet that hit

JFK in the back then exited

through his throat, before

wounding Governor Connally in

the shoulder, wrist, and thigh

would have had to pull off some

impossible gymnastics to do

all that damage. The theory

neglects the fact that JFK’s seat 

was higher than Connally’s,

and inset. Accounting for the

difference in positions, the

bullet’s path traces a straight

line originating from the Texas

School Book Depository.

9/11
As evidence that the Twin

Towers were brought down in a

controlled demolition, conspiracy

theorists pointed to puffs of

smoke that appear to erupt a

few floors ahead of the collapse,

as if they were explosive ‘squibs’

taking out structural columns.

Ignoring the implausibility of

secretly rigging the towers with

the amount of explosives that

would be required, the ‘squibs’

are actually windows being

blown out as collapsing floors

above displaced the air and 

smoke beneath.

THE MOST PERSISTENT  
CONSPIRACY THEORIES

Four iconic events continue to fascinate conspiracy theorists, despite the fact 
that the false claims surrounding them have been disproved with science
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helps people make sense of ambiguous
events.” Three studies published earlier
this year – including one led by Douglas
– suggest that the bias might also incline
some people towards conspiracy
theorising. “By definition, conspiracy
theories assume purpose, agency and
intentionality,” Douglas explains. Rather
than thinking the US government
dropped the ball on 9/11, for instance, our
gut might tell us that they deliberately
allowed the attacks go ahead, or even
planned the whole thing.

And then there’s confirmation bias,
which can make us cling to our beliefs
regardless of the evidence. A 1995 study by 
Clemson University psychologist John
McHoskey used the Kennedy
assassination as a test case. McHoskey
first had people rate their agreement with
conspiracy and lone gunman theories of
the assassination. Then he had them read 
a deliberately ambivalent packet of
evidence for and against conspiracy. 

one otherwise unremarkable loner
could stumble out of bed, pick up a

gun, and change the course of history.
Jan-Willem van Prooijen, a psychologist
at VU University Amsterdam and lead
researcher on a recent proportionality
study, explains that: “this psychological
bias often leads people to endorse
conspiracy theories following high-profile
events, such as a terrorist strike or the
death of a celebrity. Many people render
the official accounts for such events as
unsatisfactory, and conclude that ‘there
must be more to it than this.’”

Another of our brain’s foibles is that
whenever something happens we assume
that somebody (or something) probably
meant for it to happen. Karen Douglas, a
University of Kent psychologist, says this
bias (hypersensitive agency detection, or
HAD, in technical lingo) “has been used
to explain why people believe in the
existence of spirits and gods, and why
people are religious or superstitious. HAD 

CONSPIRACY 
THEORIES THAT 
TURNED OUT  
TO BE TRUE

MK-ULTRA
Documents came to light in the 1970s

revealing that the CIA had been trying

to develop the ability to influence

and control people’s minds. The

project, MK-Ultra, used hypnosis

and LSD, and illegal experiments

on citizens. We’ll likely never know

the full extent of it, since many of the 

documents were destroyed.

THE MAFIA
At the Apalachin Meeting

in 1957, around 100 Mafia

members gathered together

to discuss their business and

operations when they were

raided by police. The extent of the criminal

underworld was finally uncovered, forcing

the FBI and the US government to admit

the criminal organisation’s existence to the

general public for the first time.

TUSKEGEE SYPHILIS STUDY
In 1932, the US Public Health Service

studied untreated syphilis in poor

African-Americans in Alabama.

For the next four decades, health

workers documented the effects

without telling the patients

what the study was about or

whether they had syphilis. When

penicillin was discovered to be

an effective cure in the 1940s, it

was withheld from the subjects.

NSA AND PRISM
Recently, the NSA has been collecting
massive amounts of data about innocent

citizens’ whereabouts, phone calls and

internet habits in the course of its efforts 

to keep tabs on threats to national security.

There has been relative lack of outrage. 

Perhaps conspiracy theories have made us

so used to the idea of being spied on that it

barely registers as news.

Lee Harvey Oswald was the sniper who killed JFK, but

conspiracists claim there may have been another gunman
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DR ROBERT BROTHERTON’s book, Suspicious

Minds: Why We Believe Conspiracy Theories,

is out in November 2015

To listen to an episode of All In The Mind that  

explores conspiracy theories, visit bbc.in/1PWBBT1

maybe even as a valiant defence against
potential scheming. And for many
conspiracy theories, that might be the
case. But some conspiracy theories have a
dark side. The fact that some people believe
Elvis is alive probably shouldn’t keep
anyone awake at night, but conspiracy
theories that tap into our deepest fears and
darkest prejudices are cause for concern.

DAMAGING CONSEQUENCES
Researchers have only just begun to
quantify the risks of widespread
conspiracism, and the results are
concerning. Dan Jolley, a psychologist at
Staffordshire University, has been at the
forefront of this research. He claims that
his studies have highlighted some of the
potential damaging consequences of
conspiracy theories. “In recent research,
we have shown that belief in, or mere
exposure to, conspiracy theories
influenced people’s likelihood of engaging 
in politics, taking action against climate 
change, and having a child vaccinated.
Our research to date highlights the
alarming impact that conspiracy theories
may have on important societal issues.”

So while it’s easy to giggle over various
conspiracies, the potential effects on their 
believers is no laughing matter. �

Finally, he had participants rate the
evidence and indicate whether they had
changed their minds. Rather than putting
a damper on their beliefs, the mixed bag of 
evidence made people more confident in
their original opinion. They saw the
evidence that fitted with their existing 
belief as more persuasive, then wrote off
contradictory evidence as flawed.

It’s worth pointing out that these biases
aren’t unique to conspiracy thinking.
Does it feel like you met the love of your
life because of mere chance, or does it feel
like it was written in the stars? Last time
someone cut you off on the road, was your
gut reaction to assume it was an innocent
mistake or an intentional affront? And
note that in McHoskey’s study,
confirmation bias swayed conspiracy
theorists and sceptics alike – it just
pushed them in opposite directions.
Nobody is immune to bias.

It’s easy to see conspiracy theories as a
trivial curiosity, a bit of harmless fun, or

“Conspiracy

theories that tap

into our deepest

fears and darkest

prejudices are 

cause for concern”

Psychologist Jan-Willem van Prooijen, seen here with a tinfoil

hat, says that proportionality bias makes us more likely

to believe conspiracies surrounding high-profile events.

Interestingly, tinfoil hats were first introduced as a way 

to prevent mind interference in Julian Huxley’s 1927 story,

The Tissue-Culture King

Left: Princess Diana was

captured on security

camera on her final

evening in Paris

Above: Mohamed Al Fayed,

father of Diana’s partner

Dodi, has always insisted

there was a plot to kill her
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These people have tapped into the biology of their bodies to

unleash the true power of our species. Katherine Nightingale

explores what scientists are learning from them

MEET THE

‘Iceman’ Wim Hof increases his body 

temperature using meditation
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UP IN THE climes of the Himalayas, there 

are tales of monks who use breathing and 

meditation to raise their body temperatures 

to the extent that they can dry wet sheets 

wrapped around their bodies, casting off 

steam into the freezing air. 

Researchers from the US and Singapore 

have investigated these claims by measuring 

the monks’ core (armpit) and peripheral 

(finger) temperatures. During the measuring, 

they asked them to use the breathing 

techniques either with or without the 

meditation. The researchers found that while 

the breathing could raise body temperature, 

adding the meditation increased it to that 

seen in a typical fever. 

‘Iceman’ Wim Hof, pictured left, has used 

similar techniques to the monks to achieve 

the world record for longest ice bath (one 

hour, 52 minutes and 42 seconds) and has 

even run a marathon in the Arctic Circle 

wearing just a pair of shorts. 

So what might be the benefit of being 

able to boost your own body temperature? 

Adaptation to cold environments is an 

obvious one, but higher body temperatures 

are also linked to better cognitive 

performance and improved immunity.

OUR EYES ARE adapted to a life on land,

which means we can only see blurry

shapes when we swim underwater

without goggles. But children in a tribe of

sea nomads – the Moken – who reportedly

learn to swim before they can walk, can

see well enough to collect shells, sea

cucumbers and clams from the seabed.

There are around 2,000 to 3,000 Moken

living in the Andaman Sea, off the coasts

of Myanmar and Thailand. Researchers

at Lund University in Sweden estimate

that Moken children have more than twice

the underwater visual clarity of European

children, even though their sight on land

is the same. They focus underwater by

constricting their pupils and changing the

shape of the eye’s lens. The researchers

found that European children can be

trained to see just as well as the Moken.

It’s difficult to tell whether Moken

children learn this better vision from

a young age or whether evolution has

played a role, so we might all be able to

see a little better beneath the waves if we

put our minds to it.

cold resistance
HIMALAYAN MONKS

UNDERWATER VISION
MOKEN NOMADS

A Moken tribesperson 

swims with a turtle; they 

are eaten, but also revered
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WHAT’S MORE PAINFUL than the most painful

insect sting known to man? Being stung by lots of

those insects at once… for 10 minutes. That’s what

adolescent boys of the Sateré-Mawé tribe in the

Brazilian Amazon do up to 20 times before they are

considered to be men.

The ritual involves threading 100s of unconscious

bullet ants (Paraponera clavata) – stings pointing

inwards – into ‘gloves’ made of palm leaves. As the

ants wake up, the boy inserts his hands, receiving

hundreds of stings in which the ants inject a venom

called poneratoxin into his skin. Poneratoxin blocks

communication between the nerve cells, causing

paralysis and immense pain throughout the body that

lasts for up to 24 hours. The bullet ants are so-called

because the sensation from one sting is said to be as

bad as being hit by a bullet.

But there is a fine line between paralysis and pain,

and studies in rats have suggested that poneratoxin

could be used as a painkiller. It’s also being

investigated as an insecticide, so the Sateré-Mawé

may have alerted the world to a useful chemical.
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pain tolerance
SATERÉ-MAWÉ TRIBE

extreme running 
TARAHUMARA TRIBE

BAREFOOT RUNNING HAS recently become a trend. But

the Tarahumara, who live in northwest Mexico, have been

doing something similar for generations, even inspiring

books on the topic. They have wowed the world with their

ability to run up to 320km (200 miles) in two days, wearing

traditional sandals.

Their word for men, Rarámuri, means something along

the lines of ‘those who run fast’. No-one really knows

why they have seemingly superhuman athletic prowess.

It could be because they have traditionally lived far apart

from each other, so running between settlements became

necessary for communication.

Their diet, which is predominantly made up of beans,

corn and vegetables, probably also plays a role. They drink

home-brewed beer, and also a mixture of water, lime, chia

seeds and sugar. This concoction is jammed with omega-3,

fibre, protein and antioxidants. In general, Tarahumara

people have low cholesterol levels, and low rates of heart

disease and diabetes. But as the rocky canyon paths are

replaced by roads, fast food is starting to creep in, and

rates of obesity and high blood pressure are growing.

The ants are sedated 

before being woven 

into the gloves

“THE SENSATION FROM ONE STING IS SAID 

TO BE AS BAD AS BEING HIT BY A BULLET”

Runners will 

complete ultra-

marathon distances 

into their 60s 



A MAN STRIDES across the ocean floor, harpoon in

hand, looking for prey. In one breath, he has swum to

a depth of 20m to hunt. He is a member of the Bajau, a

group of sea nomads who live off the coasts of eastern

Indonesian, the Philippines and eastern Malaysia.

When you’re harvesting your food and livelihood

from the seabed, you want to spend as much time as

possible each day beneath the waves. Bajau divers

spend around five hours a day submerged, diving to

average depths of around 8m – but up to 30m – for

minutes at a time, with only short periods between

dives. They make various physiological adaptations,

including the ‘diving response’ which slows the heart,

and diverts blood to the heart, brain and working

muscles, eking out the oxygen from the pre-dive

breath. The spleen also contracts, forcing extra

oxygen-carrying red blood cells into the bloodstream.

The Bajau aren’t the only ones who show this

ability. Other groups, such as the Japanese Ama, dive

to greater depths, and the sport of freediving sees

competitors reach depths of up to 100m. Maybe there’s

a diving ability in all of us just waiting to come out.

freediving
BAJAU NOMADS

Bajau rupture their

eardrums to make

diving easier

KATHERINE NIGHTINGALE is a freelance science writer with an 

MSc in molecular and cellular biology
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CAN WE BUILD A
BASE ON THE MOON?

OW,
let’s get off.
Forget the
camera.” These ordinary
words have an extraordinary

significance: they are thought to be
the last words spoken by a human
being on the Moon. That was in
December 1972, when the departing
Apollo 17 mission brought down the
curtain on three years of daring and
audacious manned exploration during
which 12 people left their historic
footprints in the lunar dust. But for
the past four decades our nearest
neighbour has been without human
contact, explored only by the robotic
sentinels we’ve dispatched. But that
may be about to change, at least if
Johann-Dietrich Woerner, the new
Director General of the European
Space Agency (ESA), gets his way – he
wants to build a village on the Moon.
Other space agencies around the
world, including NASA and the

Russian agency, Roscosmos,
have been making

similar noises

ESA’s new chief has suggested that a permanent “Moon station” 

could be a successor to the ISS. Colin Stuart takes a look  

at the current contenders for the first lunar outpost
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too. So
could we finally

be about to enter the era of
a permanent human presence on
the Moon?

STAGE 1: GETTING THERE
First things first: the less you take
with you the better. It costs at least
$10,000 to launch just 1kg of
material into space, and that’s
before you’ve even got it into lunar
orbit and landed it on the Moon.
“The big buzzword at the moment
is ‘in situ resource utilisation’ or
ISRU,” says University of Leicester
astrobiologist Lewis Dartnell.
In other words, use what’s already

there as much as possible to keep
the costs down. Therefore,

local resources will
govern where

the

base 
should be 
located.

Woerner’s idea is to 
start building on the far side 
of the Moon – the face that always 
points away from Earth. China also 
thinks this would be the best 
location. It would certainly be a 
good place to install telescopes, but 
the downside is that you’d need a 
system of relay satellites to 
maintain contact with Earth – a 
key psychological factor as it’s 
important not to feel too cut off. 
Plus, if you’re thinking purely in 
terms of resources, then close to 
the south pole of the Moon might 
be a better bet for an initial 
dwelling as there’s plenty of water 
ice there as well as other minerals. 
The Russians are currently looking 
into the feasibility of a base at 
Malapert Mountain in this region. 

The other upside to the south 
pole is the climate. The Moon is a 
very different place to the Earth, 
taking nearly a month to complete 
one rotation on its axis. So on most 
parts of the Moon, periods of day 
and night both last around two 
weeks. However, some regions of 
the Moon’s south pole are almost 
always illuminated, much like the 
our North Pole in summer. This 
means there aren’t huge changes in 
temperature, therefore allowing 
solar panels to soak up plenty of 
sunlight with which to power a 
potential lunar colony.

MAKE A MOON BASE

The Moon’s south

pole gets light for

90 per cent of the

day, making it the

best location

The lander carries

the habitation
capsule to the
Moon’s surface
An inflatable
dome released
by the capsule
provides a frame
on which to build
Walls are 3D printed

with lunar soil
Each section
takes threemonths tocomplete

The 3D printer 
builds the base 
layer by layer

This 1.5 tonne 
building block 
was 3D printed
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If at
first a manned
lunar colony seems
like too much of a risk, we
might start with a robot-only base.

That’s certainly the plan that
Jaxa, the Japanese Space Agency, 
has in the pipeline. It hopes to have 
a permanent robotic enclave on the 
Moon by 2020, with machines 
gathering lunar samples up to 97km 
(60 miles) away before returning to 
the base and blasting their haul 
back to Earth via rockets.

STAGE 2: BUILDING
The advent of 3D printing could be 
a game-changer. At the end of 2014, 
the design for a socket wrench was 
emailed to astronauts on the 
International Space Station (ISS), 
who then used their 3D printer to 
create it. Researchers are excited 
by the prospect of using a similar 
technique for bases on the Moon. 
ESA is already in consultation with 
architects Foster + Partners about 
the possibility of creating a large-
scale infrastructure on the 
Moon by 3D printing it using 

THE 3D PRINTER

Moon base plan 

by Foster + 
Partners 

The printinghead builds up
the structure
layer by layer

Lunar soilis mixed with
magnesiumoxide to form
printablematerial. It’s ‘set’

with a binding
salt to create a
solid material
A scoop collects
the lunar soil
for use by the
3D printer
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A 3D printed
shield protects
from radiation
and debris

The pressurised
living area can
house four peopleSkylights provide
the Moon base
with daylight

The original capsule

acts as an airlock

and tech support

module, with
communication
and equipment

lunar soil as
the raw material.

“We’ve already demonstrated
that 3D printing can be a very
efficient tool and that it is possible
to process lunar regolith [loose
material],” says Laurent
Pambaguian, Materials
Technology Engineer at ESA.

It remains to be seen how the
regolith would be collected in
sufficient quantities and delivered
to the printer, and Pambaguian
warns of the need for an initial
robotic mission to ensure the
system works in the Moon’s
reduced gravitational field. But
should it be successful, in an
emergency a key piece of
equipment could be designed,
transmitted to the Moon and
printed within hours – much
faster than the days it would take
to dispatch it by rocket.

In the 
concept by 
Foster + Partners, 
material would be 3D 
printed onto a light, inflatable 
scaffold. However, Bigelow 
Aerospace proposes the use of a 
small standalone inflatable pod and 
is already cooperating with NASA. 
Their first inflatable Moon bases 
will be in place by 2025, they say. 
The Russian plan to colonise 
Malapert Mountain is also being 
led by a private company – Lin 

A 1993 Moon 
base graphic 
from NASA

LIFE INSIDE THE MOON BASE
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Industrial. It
believes the
technology required for
such a feat isn’t available now, but
predicts it will be in as little as five
years. A total of 50 rocket launches
would make the base a reality, but
at a cost of nearly $10bn.

STAGE 3: LIVING THERE
When it comes to our fragile
frames, the Moon presents a
number of biological problems.
Humans evolved to live on Earth,
not a barren lump of rock
402,336km (250,000 miles) away.
We’d need to test out the effects of
altered gravity on our biology too.
“Zero gravity is totally devastating
to the human body in terms of
muscle wastage and the
demineralisation of the skeleton,”
says Dartnell. On the Moon, the
gravity is only one-sixth of what
we’re used to. “We don’t know if
that’s strong enough for the human
body to remain healthy,” he adds.

Another key challenge colonisers
will face is radiation. The Earth has
an atmosphere and a magnetic
field, both of which act as giant
safety blankets protecting us from
solar particles and cosmic rays
from the Galaxy at large. With no
natural protection from these
dangers on the Moon, we’ll have to
find a way to shield ourselves.
Otherwise radiation will penetrate
the astronauts’ skin and dump its
energy into their DNA, leading to
radiation sickness, cataracts and a
much higher risk of cancer.

The radiation shield would need
to be a couple of metres thick.
“You’ll need some form of lunar
JCB, which you’d use to bury your
habitat in material from the lunar
regolith,” says Dartnell, sticking to
the ISRU mantra. That’s enough to
soak up the radiation before it
reaches those living inside. The
other essentials are water, oxygen
and food. Luckily, the water ice
present on parts of the Moon can
supply the first two through
melting the ice and splitting the
H

2
O up to get at the oxygen. Food

will likely come from indoor
greenhouses growing fresh fruit
and vegetables, something Dartnell
believes will have importance
beyond simple sustenance.

MOON FACTS

4.53 BILLION
YEARS OLD

59%
OF THE
LUNAR
SURFACE 
CAN BE
SEEN FROM 
EARTH

1.6M/S2

THE MOON’S 
ACCELERATION DUE 

TO GRAVITY

3,474.8KM
IS THE DIAMETER

OF THE MOON

-53°C 
IS THE AVERAGE 

TEMPERATURE  

AT THE MOON’S EQUATOR

L A R G E ST M O O N 
I N T H E S O L A R 

SY ST E M
5TH

12
HUMAN VISITORS 

HAVE BEEN TO THE 
LUNAR SURFACE

THE DISTANCE 
THE MOON 

MOVES AWAY 
FROM EARTH 
EVERY YEAR

3.8CM
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“With
Antarctica, even

really simple things like
growing tomatoes have been
shown to be enormously beneficial
for keeping people sane,” he says.

That psychological angle
shouldn’t be forgotten. The first
inhabitants of a lunar colony are
likely to be very small in number
– the Russians, for example, plan to
start with two people before
boosting it to four. Working in a
pressurised, cramped and alien
environment takes its toll on the
psyche. Lessons can be learnt from
previous experiments, like the
trips to the ISS and the Mars500
project, in which volunteers were
locked away in isolation to recreate
a potential trip to the Red Planet.
(To find out about the effects of
isolation, turn to p37).

WHAT WE CAN LEARN
The scientific attraction is clear.
The lunar samples returned to
Earth by the Apollo astronauts
have been an invaluable resource in
understanding the inner workings
and history of our celestial
companion. Yet that knowledge is
still limited, as only a small amount
of material was returned from a
few lunar locations. A team of
permanent dwellers would send
our ability to study the Moon into
overdrive. “A good comparison is
how a permanent human
infrastructure in Antarctica has
facilitated scientific research that
wouldn’t have happened if we just
parachuted in automatic payloads
from time-to-time,” explains Ian
Crawford, a planetary scientist
from Birkbeck, the University
of London.

YOUR
FIRST DAY ON
THE MOON
So it’s your first day on the lunar surface? 
Welcome to Clavius Base! Leave your stuff  
in the loading bay for now and let sci-fi 
author Stephen Baxter show you around

“I’ve got two pieces of advice straight away. The 

first is: watch your head! Were you expecting Dr 

Evil’s lunar lair – Austin Powers, you know? – with  

glass domes and colour-coded uniforms? Well, 

forget it. As you can see it’s small and cramped 

in here, with every surface cluttered up with 

equipment, or personal stuff where there’s room. 

This is where you can sign up for the EVA soccer, 

by the way. Every cubic metre of living space has 

to be built, kept filled with renewed air and shielded 

from radiation. Yeah, it is kind of like the ISS. We’re a 

space station located on the ground.

“And the second bit of advice: don’t worry about 

the smell of burning. That’s Moon dust oxidising 

in the air – super-fine grains that get in through 

the locks and filters no matter what we try. It’s 

corrosive as hell on seals and membranes, and gets 

in the pores of your skin. You get used to it.

COLIN STUART is an astronomy writer  

and co-author of The Big Questions in 

Science. He tweets from @skyponderer

Interestingly,
lunar habitation
could extend our knowledge
of areas far beyond the Solar
System – the Moon has long been
regarded as an excellent place to
build telescopes to peer out into the
distant cosmos. Optical telescopes
would have an unprecedented view
of the centre of our Milky Way and
radio telescopes would be free from
the ever-increasing background
hum of modern civilisation. 
Humans could be sent to build and 
service this suite of instruments, 
much as they do with the 
mountain-top telescopes on Earth.

With so many untapped 
resources, the first Moon base may 
not be funded by government-led 
space agencies at all – private 
enterprise could be first to set up 
shop. A recent NASA study 
suggested that a public-private 
partnership could slash the cost of 
the mission by 90 per cent.

With eyes also on a permanent 
Mars colony, the Moon would be an 
excellent place to test out nascent 
technologies. It’s certainly a lot 
safer – if things go wrong it only 
takes a few days to head for Earth’s 
safety. Alternatively, emergency 
supplies could be couriered quickly 
to the lunar surface. An outpost on 
Mars would be far more remote, 
leaving anyone in a colony there at 
least six months from help. �
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“Okay,

here’s where

you’ll probably spend

most of your waking life: the

health centre. This entire base is a kind

of experiment; we don’t know how human

bodies will respond to lunar gravity and so

we’re the lab rats who are going to provide the

data. Hope you don’t mind needles! I see you

have a red centrifuge badge – lucky you! I’m

blue, as you can see; I have to spend a couple

of hours a day spun up to Earth gravity. The

grey-badgers don’t get to spin at all, so they

get nothing but lunar gravity pulling on their

bones. But you red-badgers get spun gently

at one-third G, which is the same as Martian

gravity. Experiments in partial gravity can’t be

run on Earth, if you think about it.

“What’s behind that blue door…? Don’t 

worry, I’ll tell you later.

“So here’s one of our airlocks and a window 

looking out. Black sky, the ground a kind of 

tan colour. And the shape you see on the 

horizon is a robot miner, dredging the regolith 

for rare isotopes – fusion fuel for the Earth. 

That angular oil-rig-like creation is laying down 

solar-cell panels; most of our energy on the 

base comes from the Sun. Whatever your role 

you’ll get to spend plenty of time out there – 

heck,

you’d soon

go stir crazy if not.

We maintain the equipment,

which isn’t yet smart enough to do

that for itself; we also play sports and go

exploring. I’m signed up for a jaunt to the

Moon’s south pole next year. Maybe you’ll

come along.

“The view might not look like much. This

is farside, of course, so during the lunar day

there’s only the Sun in the sky. But at night…

wow, you get the sky of deep space. Buzz 

Aldrin, the second man on the Moon, said 

that the Milky Way must be full of small, rocky 

worlds like this, and if we can learn to live 

here we can live anywhere. And wherever we 

go, people will have skies like that. Makes you 

think, doesn’t it?

“Okay, what we have here is the 

hydroponics bay. People spend a lot of their 

time in here – there’s just something about 

the green, growing things, I guess. Bonsai is a 

popular

hobby. And then

there’s life support, and

the stores, and the dormitories,

and now we’re back

by the main loading bay where we started

out. It’s not so big, is it? But you soon

get used to it.

“And we may need more room soon. Let’s

go back to the medical bay and that blue

door… Shh. Listen.

“That sound, my friend, is something new

to the Moon after four billion years, and

something entirely new for mankind. We’re

all kind of proud. And it proves we’re here to

stay. Yes, it’s a baby’s cry.”

S P A C E
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How can we make cars more energy efficient?

 IF YOU ASK The Delft University
of Technology student engineers
behind the Ecorunner V (pictured),
they’d say that reducing drag is a big
part of the answer. Theirs is the most
aerodynamic car ever, with a record-
breaking drag coefficient of 0.0512.  
By comparison, most production cars 
are about six times less aerodynamic. 

The Ford Focus ST has a drag
coefficient of 0.3, while the Volkswagen
Golf comes in at 0.27.

The Ecorunner V’s body weighs just
9kg, or 38kg including the hydrogen
fuel cell. It can achieve an efficiency of
1227.5km per cubic metre of fuel, which 
is the equivalent of over 3,000km per 
litre of petrol. GM

BY OUR EXPERT PANEL

YOUR QUESTI0NS ANSWERED

EMAIL YOUR QUESTIONS TO questions@sciencefocus.com
or post to Focus Q&A, 2nd Floor, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BNss
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The team behind 

Ecorunner V wants to 

drive the vehicle from 

Amsterdam to Moscow 

and back on a litre of fuel 
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Q& A

Why do mitochondria

have their own genome?

MITOCHONDRIA ARE TINY
chemical factories inside our cells. They
have several roles, including extracting
and storing energy from digested food. But
they also have their own DNA, hinting at a
once-independent existence. It’s thought
that this reflects their origin as bacteria,
which formed a symbiotic relationship
with organisms about 2.4 billion years ago
and then evolved into us. RM

AMIR MONTAZER, IRANN

 CAROLINE ELLIS,  EDINBURGH

IF YOU THROW a stone into mud
at an angle you normally end up with a
‘crater’ that’s elliptical or elongated. It’s
natural to suppose the same would be
true of a meteoroid hitting the Earth
or another planet. But these kinds of
impact craters are formed in an entirely
different way to the ‘mechanical’ processff
of a stone hitting mud.

Meteoroids are moving at extremely
high velocities (up to tens of kilometres

per second). At the moment of impact this
enormous kinetic energy is almost entirely
converted into heat, which then vaporises
the meteoroid instantly. It’s this ‘explosion’
and not the meteoroid itself that creates
the impact crater. Since material is ejected
equally in all directions, regardless of the
direction of travel of the meteoroid, the
resulting crater is circular. There can be
exceptions to this but only if the impact
occurs at an extremely shallow angle. AG

DECAPITATION IS ALMMOST
immediately fatal to humans bbecause we
have a high-pressure circulatoryry system
that we depend on to keep our tisissues
oxygenated. Cutting the carotid arrteries
in your neck would cause you to bleeed out
completely in a few minutes. Even iff the
cuts were immediately cauterised, youur
body can’t survive without nerve signalls
from the brain telling you to breathe.

But cockroaches, like most insects, are
different. They breathe passively through aaff
network of pipes connected to holes called
spiracles along the length of their body.
They don’t rely on blood circulation to
move oxygen around and their body fluids
are at a much lower pressure anyway.
Their brain mostly handles the sensory
input from the eyes and antennae, with
many other behaviours, like running and
reacting to touch, handled by ‘mini brains’
called ganglia in each body segment. 

A decappitated cockroach will eventually 
starve too death but this can still take 
several weweeks. LV

Can a cockr ?

Meteor Crater in Arizona  

is over 167m deep and formed 

from an impact that took  

place 50,000 years ago
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BUILDINGS SHIELD
us from the surprisingly
strong airflows that sweep
over the land at this
time of the year. If these
airflows strike buildings,

they produce eddies and
swirls just like those
around a brick stuck in
a stream. The resulting

vortices can tip over to
produce tornado-like
swirls – especially
around tall buildings

in built-up areas. RM

Why are autumn

leaves blown into

mini tornadoes

on the street?

 JESSICA MACKIN,  BANBRIDGE

Mitochondrial DNA is inherited from your mother

Why are impact craters  
always circular?

 TONY HERSH,  NEWBURY
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Q& A

 THAT DEPENDS ON where 
you are. In a natural environment 
that’s rich in edible plants and 
animals, being good at maths, 
logic and written language is 
virtually useless. Instead, you 
need years of experience of 
hunting, choosing plants, building 
shelters and lighting fires. Above 
all, you need social skills not 
measured in IQ tests. If you 
can’t maintain friendships, make 
alliances, deal with disputes and 
keep track of liars, cheats and 
deeds of kindness then you won’t 
survive long. 

In contrast, in a modern 
environment full of computers, 
electronic banking and online 
shopping, a high IQ is increasingly 
necessary. In societies with a 
welfare state, you’re unlikely to 
starve. But researchers in the field 
of ‘cognitive epidemiology’ find 
that people with lower IQs are 
less healthy and die younger. For 
example, a drop of 15 points in IQ 
translates to a 24 per cent increase 
in morbidity and a 20 per cent 
lower chance of living beyond age 
75. So in the modern world IQ 
really does aid survival. SB

How much does IQ help  
a human to survive?

BANANAS PRODUCE ETHYLENE
gas (C

2
H

4
), which acts as a plant

hormone. Plants have genes called ETR1
and CTR1 that regulate lots of other
genes involved with growth, ageing and
cell death. When ethylene gas is present,
ETR1 and CTR1 are shut off, which allowsff
the other genes to swing into action.
Some fruit plants use this mechanism to
control the sequence of cellular changes
in their ripening process. Bananas
actually only produce moderate levels of
ethylene but apples, pears and melons are
so sensitive to the hormone that it has a
powerful effect on their ripeningff LV

Why do bananas make

fruit ripen faster?

Q U E S T I O N  O F  T H E  M O N T H

 FINN BOGDAN,  SWITZERLAND 

 TOM ENGLAND,  LIVERPOOL

WINNECongratulationFinn Bogdan wwins a copy ofNASA HubbleSpace Telescope(Haynes, £22.99)

ER!
s to
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)

Aka people are part of a 

traditional hunter-gatherer 

tribe, with highly tuned skills 

to suit their environment

IT’S THE VIP, developed by Swiss
company CSEM. VIP stands for
Vision-In-Package. The optical sensor
chip is 0.8mm across and sits on a
package containing its own processor
performing tasks like image compression
and error correction. The package is
smaller than a stock cube and even has its
own Bluetooth transmitter. Being
self-contained and low power imed
at a br
roboti

What is the world’s 

smallest camera?

 MEL TOTTON,  LEEDS

The VIP

than a s

but not

tasty in

p
oad range of applications from 
c surgery to drones. GM

: smaller

tock cube,

half as

a stew

powerful effect on their ripening. LV

Apples don’t find

bananas appealing
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AMAZINGLY, THE PRECISE
cause of migraines is still unknown.
These intense headaches, often on
one side and accompanied by nausea
and sometimes visions of zigzag lines
and extreme sensitivity to light and
noise, must be caused by abnormal
brain activity. But we just don’t
know what kind or whether there
are many different causes.

Hormonal fluctuations,
especially in oestrogen, can
trigger migraines. So
some women suffer
more during
menstruation,
pregnancy or

Why do some people get migraines?
 RACHEL CARMICHAEL,  LEICESTER

menopause. Certain foods and 
additives can cause migraines and 
people who diet, skip meals or 
consume a lot of caffeine can suffer. 
Disturbed sleep and jetlag can also 
cause them. 

One rare inherited type called 
familial hemiplegic migraine is 
caused by four specific gene 
mutations. More common types are 

also associated with many 
different genes that affect 

brain function. The simplest 
answer lies in the family. Up 

to 90 per cent of sufferers 
have a family history of 
migraines. SB

How do we know how fast sea levels are rising?
WILL ROBINSON, SOUTHAMPTON

RISING SEA LEVELS is one of the
most worrying consequences of global
warming, threatening over 100 million
people living in vulnerable coastal areas.
But measuring the rate of the rise is
fraught with difficulty. For over 150 years
scientists relied on so-called tide gauges,
which monitored the rise and fall of floats
in tubes. However, such gauges proved
vulnerable to errors – not least the rise and
fall of the land. Satellite measurements
based on radar are now used but these too

suffer from subtle errors caused by orbital,ff
instrumental and atmospheric variability.

The need for precision is vital as the
expected change in global sea levels is no
more than a few millimetres a year. Earlier
this year, the journal Nature Climate
Change published the latest attempt to iron
out the problems and the report suggests
the Earth’s oceans are rising by around
2.8mm per year. While this might not
sound much, it’s enough to prove a serious
threat over the next 100 years. RM

Migraines are frustrating, especially  

as their cause is still unknown

1. Liver
Iron in 100g: 23mg

264% men’s RDA;
155% women’s RDA

2. Dark chocolate
Iron in 100g: 17mg

195% men’s RDA;
114% women’s RDA

3. Pumpkin seeds
Iron in 100g: 15mg

172% men’s RDA;
101% women’s RDA

4. Oysters
Iron in 100g: 9.2mg

106% men’s RDA;
62% women’s RDA

5. Cashew nuts
Iron in 100g: 6.1mg

70% men’s RDA;
41% women’s RDA

6. Beef
Iron in 100g: 3.8mg

43% men’s RDA;
26% women’s RDA

8. Spinach
Iron in 100g: 3.6mg

41% men’s RDA;
24% women’s RDA

7. Lentils
Iron in 100g: 3.7mg

42% men’s RDA;
25% women’s RDA

9. Tofu
Iron in 100g: 2.7mg

31% men’s RDA;
18% women’s RDA

10. Quinoa
Iron in 100g: 1.5mg

17% men’s RDA;
10% women’s RDA

TOP 10
COMMON FOODS HIGHEST IN IRON
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Why do some b
and others run?

ALMOST ALL BIRDS are
capable of doing both, but it’s
normally more energy efficient for
small birds to move by hopping.
Their light bodies are easy to
bounce into the air and they cover 
much more distance in a single hop
than a walking stride from their
short legs. For heavier birds, the
extra load on their joints favours
a gait that leaves one leg on the
ground at all times. Plus, longer
legs make walking faster. Birds
that spend most of their time in
trees are also more likely to hop
because they mainly get around by
jumping from branch to branch. LV

HUGH ALLEN, SOMERSET

The lift with the largest passenger
capacity is situated in Osaka’s Umeda
Hankyu building – it holds 80 passengers

Did you know?

IT’S NOT MOSTLY human skin: that
mainly ends up in the bath or shower.
Two thirds of the dust in your house
comes from outside, as dirt tracked in on
your feet, and airborne particles like
pollen and soot. The rest is mostly carpet
flu

TIM SULLY, COLCHESTER

What is dust made of?

Atlantic puffins spend most of their lives

at sea, only coming ashore to breed

Dus

part

The hamsters were delighted with their new trainers

W H AT I S TH I S?

Submit your guess now at
sciencefocus.com/qanda/what

`
KNOW THE ANSWER? LAST MONTH’S PICTURE

Dave Taylor correctly
guessed a nudibranch 

RUNNING OUTDOORS REQUIRES
a little extra energy because you’re
moving through the air and this creates
drag. But the difference is insignificantff
unless you’re running quite fast. If you
can do a mile (1.6km) in seven minutes
or less, which is a speed of 8.5mph
(13.7km/h), then the difference is aboutff
1 per cent. Studies have shown that
running a mile uses about 100 calories,
so you’ll save just a single calorie if you
run that mile on a treadmill. Or you
can just set the treadmill at a 1 per cent
incline to compensate. LV

Do you use less energy

running on a machine

compared to outside?

birds hop  
?

y p
uff, clothes fibres and pet hair.ffff LV

st mite

ty

GLENN THOMAS, BY EMAIL



 THERE’S NO SIMPLE answer 
because success depends on age, sex, the 
type of depression and whether it’s 
combined with anxiety or other mental-
health problems. Generally, however, 
therapies based on exploring and 
changing the patient’s own thoughts and 
behaviour are far more effective than 
old-fashioned talking therapies such as 
psychoanalysis. Alternative therapies, 
although popular, also fare badly. One 
meta-analysis combined many studies 
and found that cognitive behavioural 
therapy (CBT) did best, especially with 
long sessions. But a newer therapy called 
behavioural activation also did well. 
These are both based on the idea that 
depression is made worse by adopting the 
wrong coping strategies. So patients are 
helped to understand what triggers their 
depression and how their reactions to 
life’s events affect their moods and 
emotions. Learning to replace bad coping 
strategies, such as drugs, drink and 
endless rumination, with positive coping 
strategies can help, either used alone or in 
combination with medication. SB
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 ARCHITECTS HAVE 3D printed an 
entire room of a house. They’re 
constructing an Amsterdam Canal House 
and all 13 rooms will eventually be 3D 
printed. The ‘Kamermaker’ (Dutch for 
‘room maker’) printer is 6m tall and is a 
scaled-up version of the Ultimaker. It will 
fabricate the entire house from sections 
up to 3m high and 2m thick. It builds the 
components layer by layer by squeezing 
melted plastic at 170°C through the print 
head. It’s controlled by software that 
converts the 3D design into layers. 

Also fabricating building structures on 
a large scale is Branch Technology, a 
Tennessee start-up. Their print head is 
attached to a 3.5m robotic arm on a 10m 
rail. It uses carbon fibre and plastics to 
produce objects up to 17m high. These 
can be entire external walls. The 
complex matrix-like geometrical forms 
are light and strong and can be clad with 
conventional materials like concrete. GM

What is the biggest 

object to be 3D printed?

What are the most 

successful therapies 

for depression?

 ROB LIMMER,  DARTMOUTH  SERENA COLLINS,  READING

 YES. ALL ASTRONOMICAL 
objects, including black holes, are 
formed by gravity pulling matter 
together. If a cosmic body originates 
from anything that had even the 
tiniest amount of rotational motion 
originally, then this spin rate will 
become greatly enhanced as the object 

collapses. In a turbulent and angular 
momentum-rich Universe like ours, 
this means everything from dust 
particles to black holes will have some 
degree of rotation. Certain objects 
have observed properties that seem to 
be a direct result of the rotation of 
black holes. AG

Do black holes rotate?

  JOE STOLOFF,  ROCHDALE

In Numbers

3.04 trillion
trees are on the planet. But humans are 
responsible for cutting down around  
15.3 billion trees every year

Depression treatment 

needs to be tailored  

to the individual 

The parts for the 

3D-printed house click 

together like Lego
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BRUCE LEE IS back. No, this isn’t
some magical resurrection of the martial
arts icon, but it’s what meteorologists have
been calling the latest manifestation of the
climate phenomenon known as El Niño.
Although notoriously difficult to predict –
at least during the early stages – there is no
doubt now that a strong El Niño is upon
us, and will likely reach the peak of its
powers sometime between this October
and March next year.

WHAT IS EL NIÑO?
The bottom line is that El Niño – which
translates from Spanish to ‘the Christ
Child’, as it often peaks around Christmas
– is the biggest climate signal on the planet
barring the seasons. The phenomenon is
actually the hot end of a climate see-saw
known as ENSO, or the El Niño – Southern
Oscillation, which involves irregular
swings in sea-surface temperature in the
eastern tropical Pacific.

Under normal conditions, ENSO is
neutral. But sometimes, strong trade
winds, blowing from the east, herd warm
tropical waters further westwards,
resulting in sea levels that can be a good
half-metre higher than in the east. Under

these La Niña (‘the girl child’) conditions,
waters of the eastern tropical Pacific are
left unusually cold. Conversely, if the
strength of the easterly trade winds fades,
a mass of warm water pools in the eastern
Pacific and El Niño conditions prevail.

From their tropical Pacific lair, La Niña
and El Niño aff ct weather patterns andff
spawn extreme events across the globe. La
Niña is linked to increased hurricane
activity in the North Atlantic, extreme
drought along the west coast of South
America, and torrential rains in Australia.
Global ramifications of El Niño are, if
anything, even more intense than La Niña. 

EARLIER EVENTS
The 1997-98 El Niño – the most powerful
on record – is charged with promoting
torrential rains and mudslides along the
west coast of South America and
California, driving colossal wildfires across
Indonesia, and triggering some of the
worst flooding ever seen in central Europe.
The combined death toll may have topped
23,000, while the estimated cost of the
extreme weather reached $35bn.

Previous extreme El Niños developed in
1972-73 and 1982-83, and seem to happen

every decade or two, so the appearance of
Bruce Lee is hardly a surprise. The rate of
warming of the eastern Pacific suggests
that Bruce is going to be a complete
whopper, perhaps matching or exceeding 
that of 1997-98. 

EL NIÑO 2015-16
So what’s going to happen when Bruce Lee
hits? Well, there will be more Pacific
typhoons for a start, although this would
be balanced somewhat by reduced Atlantic
hurricane activity. Torrential rains may, at
least temporarily, alleviate the extreme
drought conditions in California. Australia,
meanwhile, will be at great wildfire risk. In
the UK, his impact is likely to be subdued,
although past experience suggests that a
colder winter could result. Predicting
exactly where and when Bruce’s fist will
strike is far from an exact science. One
thing is certain: when he fades away –
probably sometime next spring – a fair few
bruised and battered communities will be
left picking up the pieces.

BILL MCGUIRE is Professor Emeritus in

Geophysical & Climate Hazards at UCL

Should we be worried about El Niño?
Bill McGuire reveals what we can learn from previous El Niño

events and whether the current one is really that bad 

o 
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El Niño and La Niña 

both hail from the 

tropical Pacific

This flooding took place in 

Bolivia in 2007, and was due to 

a weak El Niño event
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How much gold is there i
 RICHARD O’NEILL, GLASGOW

GOLD HAS BEEN coveted
for millennia, for its beauty,
malleability – and rarity.
According to the World Gold
Council, there are currently
around 184,000 tonnes sitting
in bank vaults, government
reserves and personal
collections. That sounds like an
awful lot, until you realise that
just one cubic metre of the stuff
weighs over 19 tonnes. Thus, all
the world’s known gold
reserves could be laid out on a
football pitch in a layer only a
metre or so high.

But this is only the gold that
has been successfully mined
and documented. Estimating
how much actually exists on
the planet is much trickier.
Chemical analysis of rock
samples suggests gold makes

up on average a few parts per
billion of the total mass of the
Earth’s crust. That means the
top kilometre or so has around
a million tonnes of the stuff stilff
waiting to be dug up. Chances
are it never will be, though,
because most of it will be
hopelessly uneconomic to
extract. This was a bitter lesson
learned by the brilliant German
chemist Fritz Haber in the
1920s. He hoped to pay his
country’s WWI reparations by
chemically precipitating the
gold dissolved in the world’s
oceans. Haber discovered,
however, that the
concentrations were just too
low for this to be possible.
Each litre of seawater contains
just 13 billionths of a gram 
of gold. RM
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Why do sea turtles cry

when they lay eggs?

 VICKY BATEMAN, ST ALBANS

REPTILES HAVE LESS efficient
kidneys than mammals and they
can’t produce urine with a higher salt
concentration than the seawater they 
drink. To avoid poisoning themselves
with salt buildup, sea turtles have a gland
in each eye that actively pumps salt ions
into their tears. They need to run these
glands continuously to maintain the
correct balance of salt in their bodies. We
associate crying with egg laying because
that’s the only time they come ashore,

WILL RICHARDSON, STROUD

ff h ?ff

have measured a very definite physiological
effect [see ‘Tune In To Treatment FM’ff
in the October issue for a closer look
at this very subject]. Calming classical
music lowers blood pressure and heart
rate, pounding heavy metal raises it. This
effect is more pronounced in professionalff
musicians but it affects everyone to some
degree, even if you’re listening to music

can hear from the end of the second
trimester (six months) and every baby
is exposed to the sound of its mother’s
heartbeat. When a pregnant mother is
stressed her heartbeat rises and her baby
may come to associate that sound with
the stressed sensation. It’s possible that
our reaction to music is a sort of empathic
memory from that shared time. LVt

s

y y
but they cry in the sea as well. The tears
also help flush sand from their eyes. LV

Donatello was

distraught at Michael

Bay’s new take

on Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles

n the world?
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Just enough to

keep P Diddy

in necklaces

for a week

Does music affect our heart rate?ffff

YOU DON’T
need a scientific study
to realise that a rousing tune gets
your blood pumping, and lots of studies
have measured a very definite physiological

that you don’t like.
It’s not clear why

this happens but it might be
something we learn in the womb. Foetuses 
can hear from the end of the second

“Boom!

shake, sh

the womb”
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Did the earthquakes in Nepal affect the geology of Everest?

EVEREST’S GEOLOGY IS the cause of
the earthquakes, not the other way around.
The Indian tectonic plate has been moving
roughly northeast since the late Cretaceous.
The Eurasian plate is also moving
northwards but not as quickly. Around 55
million years ago, India hit Eurasia in a
massive rear-end shunt and they are still
crunching together at a speed of 45mm
per year. The Indian plate is being driven
under the edge of the Eurasian plate and the
Himalayas are the result.

Earthquakes happen because the
continents don’t slide past each other

smoothly. Some of the impact energy gets
stored as the rocks compress or bend slightly
and eventually it all gets released as a sudden
recoil. The magnitude 7.8 earthquake that
hit Nepal on 25 April this year caused
Mount Everest to bounce southwest by
30mm, undoing the previous eight months
of continental drift. As the plates intersect at
a shallow angle, this small movement didn’t
have an effect on Everest’s height, which isff
currently growing by about 8mm a year.

Earthquakes affect the geology of theff
region in more subtle ways. The shaking
can transfer stress to nearby fault lines

and trigger other earthquakes, and it also
destabilises hillsides. This can make them
vulnerable to landslides when the monsoon
rains come, and natural dams holding back
glacier lakes could be breached and cause
catastrophic flooding. LV

DEREK SMYTH, IRELAND

NEXT MONTH Over 20 more
of your questions answered

For even more answers to the most puzzling 
questions, see the Q&A archive at
www.sciencefocus.com/qanda

`

It turns out that mountains 

can be moved…

Would you like to have your say in the future development of BBC Focus Magazine?

Every year, we carry out research on behalf of BBC Worldwide that invites readers  
to share their views about this magazine and other BBC Worldwide titles, to gauge 
how satisfied you are with them.

This research is important, and is used by BBC Worldwide and the editors to shape 
future content and strategy for the magazines. We would really appreciate your time 
to help us with this research.

To help us with the research and be entered into a prize draw to win an iPad Mini, 
please visit bbcworldwide.com/survey-adults

The survey will take less than 10 minutes and is being conducted according  
to Market Research Society guidelines, and all of your responses are  
completely confidential. 

Let us know what you think
and win an iPad Mini!

Terms and conditions The prize is one iPad Mini 16GB WiFi. One winner will be drawn at random after the closing date at 23.59 on 31st December 2015. Open to all residents of the UK and the
Channel Islands aged 18 years or over except employees of BBC Worldwide or the BBC, their contractors, members of their families and anyone connected with this prize draw. Only one entry
permitted per person. There is no cash alternative and the prize is not transferable. No purchase necessary. The prize draw is subject to the laws of England and Wales. Promoter: BBC Worldwide
Limited, Television Centre, 101 Wood Lane, London W12 7FA. Your data will be used for the purposes of administration of this prize draw and in accordance with BBC Worldwide’s Privacy Policy 
(www.bbcworldwide.com/privacy.aspx ). Where consent has been provided, BBC Worldwide may send email marketing messages from which you may unsubscribe at any time.

BBC Focus Magazine Reader Survey



Olympus Cameras

A new perspective.

Discover more: anewperspective.olympus.co.uk*A
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What has continued to motivate us over the
years? Outstanding innovation that generates new 
perspectives and new possibilities.
The new OM-D E-M5 Mark II features the world’s most
powerful 5-axis image stabilisation system*, producing 
breathtakingly sharp images even in low light and
shake-free movies, all without the need for a tripod.
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H
andcrafted and precision

engineered to the highest

quality, Linn network music

players enrich your life by

making everything you listen to at

home sound better: your treasured

music collection, favourite online

streaming services, movies and even 

your turntable.

Featuring Linn’s ground-breaking

Space Optimisation, every Linn

network music player optimises

the performance for your speakers,

their placement, and the unique

characteristics of your room. So you

can design your home the way you

want to and still enjoy the true sound  

of the music.

WORLD-CLASS
STREAMING, OPTIMISED 
FOR YOUR HOME
Experience the highest quality performance from everything

you listen to with a Linn network music player that’s uniquely 

personalised for you and your home

Find out more about Linn network
music players: www.linn.co.uk/linnds

Book a demo of a Linn network music player  
and hear the difference for yourself:  

www.linn.co.uk/demo-linn

KEY FEATURES

• Wireless streaming

Stream any digital source up to 24-bit

192 kHz and enjoy seamless integration

of lossless streaming services, TIDAL  

and Qobuz.

• Built-in Space Optimisation 

technology

Optimise your system for your room

and speaker placement, no matter what 

speakers you currently own.

• Digital and analogue inputs

Connect any source, from your Blu-ray 

player to your turntable.

• Free software upgrades

Enjoy new features, services and

performance upgrades for free.

• Futureproof

Featuring Exakt links, you can upgrade

your system to the ultimate performance 

of Linn Exakt – now or in the future.

FREE

24-BIT MUSIC

Download your free 24-bit

Studio Master album from Linn’s

catalogue of award-winning

artists. To claim, enter promotion

code SOUND at the shopping cart.

www.linn.co.uk/

scienceofsound

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
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Web: AKG.com

Tel: 01707 278113

I
nspired by the Grammy Award

winning producer Quincy Jones,

comes the AKG N90Q, a state

of the art, flagship headphone

that represents the pinnacle in

acoustic performance and audio

customization. Utilizing AKG’s TruNote 

auto calibration and active noise

cancelling technologies, along with  

dual foam cushions and ear cup

mounted controls, the N90Q allows

users to enjoy high end, faithful and 

precise sound reproduction.

The N90Qs also feature a built-in

DAC that enables hi-res digital audio

tracks on a PC or an Android device

to be directly connected through the 

micro-USB port of the headphone,

so that no digital/analogue/digital

conversion is needed, which means  

no quality loss.

For a truly personalized sound

experience the N90Q enable

the listener to control both bass

and treble adjustments without

any sound distortion, and three

listening mode options that include  

‘Standard’, ‘2.1 Studio’ and ‘5.1

Surround Sound’ are also available.

Finally, with the addition of premium

materials like leather and aluminium,

five patented technologies and full HD

audio playback, AKG have created an 

unrivalled audio experience.

AKG N90Q reference class auto-calibrating  

noise cancelling headphones

HEADPHONES THAT
LISTEN TO YOUR EARS
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Stockist: High End Headphones
www.highendheadphones.co.uk

A
merican headphone specialist,

Audeze has a simple aim: to

remove the boundaries between

artist and listener. Its products 

combine revolutionary acoustic

engineering and beautiful craftsmanship

to provide the finest listening

experience. Audeze headphones use

patented implementations of planar-

magnetic technology, which offers a

range of sonic benefits over traditional

driver-based headphones, including

extended frequency response, improved

high-frequency extension, and lowered 

distortion, with better imaging.

Audeze’s audio experts have recently

paired with the industrial design team

at BMW Designworks to create 3 new

products that look as good they sound.

Featuring the very latest planar-

magnetic technology, the EL-8

headphones are built with superb

craftsmanship, wood-veneer accents,

and enormous attention to detail. Both

EL-8 designs work beautifully with most

portable players and smartphones, but 

also traditional hi-fi: the Open Back

version is most suited for home use,

while the Closed Back model is ideal for 

use on the move.

The third collaboration is the Audeze 

Deckard, named after Harrison

Ford’s character in Bladerunner,

Deckard is a powerhouse of a Class A

headphone amplifier combined with a

high-performance DAC. It drives any

headphone with power to spare and 

really makes music come alive.

AUDEZE BRINGS YOU
CLOSER TO THE MUSIC
EL-8 headphones and Deckard amp combine unique audio 

technology with exquisite BMW Designworks styling
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Stockist: Custom Cable
www.custom-cable.co.uk

W
ant to hear more from your

music and get the very best

from your headphones? The

Astell&Kern AK Jr delivers

true hi-fi quality in a slimline player

that will transform your portable music

experience. From studio master-quality

24bit downloads to about every music

format going, the AK Jr plays it in style.

You can even use it to boost the quality

of your computer’s music output. “Just

add headphones for ultimate portable

pleasure,” said What HiFi, awarding AK 

Jr the full five stars.

Introducing the AK Jr high-resolution portable player.  

Because smartphones aren’t so smart with music

• 24bit/192hKz high-

resolution audio playback

• Widest range of music

file format support –  

including DSD

• High-quality Wolfson DAC

• Can also function as an

external DAC (sound card)

when connected to a PC  

or Mac via USB

• Premium aluminium

casing and textured

aluminium volume wheel

• Ultra-slim design – 6.9mm at slimmest  

point; 8.9mm at largest 

• Weighs just 93g

• 3.1in colour touch screen display

• 64GB of internal memory, expandable  

to 128GB via 64GB microSD card

• Bluetooth 4.0 support: wirelessly stream  

to headphones/speakers.

• Powerful, 1.95V RMS headphone output

– drives headphones more effectively than  

smartphones or rival portables

• Bespoke, Italian-made cases available     

KEY FEATURES

DISCOVER THE
ASTELL&KERN DIFFERENCE



Sevenoaks Sound and Vision
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

C
anton is Germany’s No1

loudspeaker company,

specialists in sound

reproduction for more than

40 years. Its award-winning Digital

Movie (DM) range combines clever

engineering with audio excellence to

solve the problem of the limited sonic 

performance of today’s flatscreen 

televisions, while also allowing

you to wirelessly enjoy music from 

smartphones and tablets.

The DM55, DM75 Glass and DM100

soundbases – available in a range of 

finishes – can be positioned directly 

under a TV’s pedestal stand, or

discreetly on a shelf. Their front-firing

drive units create a convincing, room-

filling sound, while downward-firing

subwoofers provide bass weight without 

overwhelming the sound.

The sound of your TV, movies, music

and more will be transformed; enjoy

clearer dialogue with an adjustable

‘voice’ mode, more immersive movie

moments and superb wireless music

reproduction. And you can control them 

from your TV remote, too!

THE AWARD-WINNING
WAY TO TRANSFORM  
TV SOUND
Flatscreen TV sounding too flat? Canton’s smart soundbases 

are the answer – and better than ever

• Canton DM55 – perfect for small 

TVs/rooms:

6 drivers: 2 tweeters, 2 midrange,  

2 subwoofers

Dimensions: 54.5x6.8x30cm

• Canton DM75 – ideal for larger  

sets/rooms:

8 drivers: 2 tweeters, 2 midrange,  

4 subwoofers

Dimensions: 72.5x6.9x32cm

• Canton DM100 – when only the 

biggest and best will do:

10 drivers: 2 tweeters, 4 midrange,  

4 subwoofers

Dimensions: 100x6.9x33cm

KEY FEATURES

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE



E
very year many of us invest in

a new flatscreen TV to enjoy

fantastic picture quality.

Now invest in your TV’s sound

quality with the award winning ‘M4’

Soundbar to truly enjoy the home 

cinema experience.

Simply connect Q Acoustics’ ‘M4’

Soundbar to enjoy truly outstanding  

TV sound quality.

The universally acclaimed, premium 

quality M4 is a ‘2.1’ system stereo

soundbar, with an internal 100watts 

amplifier and a dedicated,  

built-in subwoofer.

Its bespoke left and right channel

speaker drive units are advanced ‘BMR’ 

(Balanced Mode Radiator) designs.

These are especially effective in a TV

Soundbar because, unlike conventional 

speakers, they deliver ultra-wide

sound dispersion. This means everyone 

enjoys the same great ‘home cinema’

experience wherever they’re sitting  

in the room.

As well as vastly improving the sound

of every source played through the TV

(Blu-ray, CD, Digital Radio etc.) you can 

also enjoy your favourite music and

podcasts streamed wirelessly to the

M4 via its on-board Bluetooth receiver.

www.qacoustics.co.uk 

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

BRING YOUR TV TO LIFE 
WITH Q ACOUSTICS
Enjoying fantastic picture quality  

on your TV? Now experience 

wonderful ‘home cinema’  

sound as well
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A roll-up keyboard, 

smart CCTV, a modular 

PC and more! 

p 1

ULTIMATE TEST 

We try out music 

streaming services  

p92
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ON THE HORIZON

 O
NCE UPON A time, the launch of a 
new smartphone was a major 
technology event; these days, there 
seems to be a new model every 
Tuesday, and it’s a special phone 
indeed that will make us pay attention. 
Luckily for Sony, its new Xperia Z5 

Premium is one such smartphone, because it’s 
the first to feature a high-definition 4K display. 

That’s right: that 5.5-inch screen manages to 
cram in a whopping 3,840 x 2,160 pixels, 
making it easily the highest-def phone display 
currently on the market. You could argue that 
such high definition is pure overkill on a weeny 
screen – and you’d have a point, which is no 
doubt why Sony is also making a ‘plain’ Xperia 
Z5 with a 1080p screen available, as well as an 
Xperia Z5 Compact. If all you’re going to do is 
check emails, mess about on Facebook and 
watch cat videos, there’s frankly no need 

SONY XPERIA 
Z5 PREMIUM
The world’s first 
smartphone with  
a 4K display

sony.co.uk

EDITED BY RUSSELL DEEKS
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for 4K. You won’t even notice the
improved resolution; you will notice

that your average battery life between
charges has been slashed in half. But
Sony hasn’t stuck a 4K screen into its
new baby for email, Facebook and cat
video purposes.

Instead, the Xperia’s 4K screen is built
for virtual reality apps, and virtual reality
gaming in particular. The jury’s still out,
of course, on whether the VR future will
belong to dedicated headsets such as
Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and Microsoft
Hololens, or to smartphone-based
solutions such as Google Cardboard,
Samsung Gear VR or the Carl Zeiss VR
One. Sony already has purpose-built
hardware in the pipeline, with the
Morpheus headset due early next year.
Now, with the launch of the Xperia Z5
Premium, it’s ensuring it has a horse in
the latter race, too.

We spoke to Solomon Rogers, MD of
virtual reality production company
Rewind FX, whose clients include the
BBC, Samsung and Björk. He told us:
“Smartphones will be a transitional phase
for VR, but in the short term it’s going to
be the biggest market, and iOS and
Android are definitely the platforms that
the most content is being produced for
right now. Phones are the lower end of 

TECHOME TER

W H A T ’ S N O T

DIESEL CARS
Once touted as a greener
option than petrol vehicles,
diesel cars’ reputation has
taken a battering lately. First
the Supreme Court ruled that
the levels of nitrogen dioxide
they pump out have put the
UK in breach of EU
quality regulations;
then it transpired t
some VW vehicles m
have been passing
emissions tests only
by cheating. Paris
has already banned
diesel vehicles from
its streets: how
long before the rest
of Europe follows?

RUSSELL DEEKS is a science, music and

technology journalist, and a veteran of

more format wars than he can recall

the VR sector, but the technology works
well for 360° video, which is what will
drive mainstream acceptance of the
technology. For truly interactive virtual
reality, though, you do need dedicated
hardware, and over time I think you’ll see
a split between ‘casual’ and ‘serious’ VR 
users – much as there’s a split between
casual and serious gamers now.”

So, launching a phone that’s capable of
delivering the VR goods seems like a
smart move on Sony’s part. But the
Xperia’s no slouch on other fronts, either,
with other high-end features including
an octa-core Snapdragon 810 processor,
along with a fingerprint sensor, a
23-megapixel camera with what Sony
claims is the fastest autofocus currently
available, an SD card slot that will accept
cards up to 200GB, and support for PS4
Remote Play so you can play PlayStation
4 games on the move.

At the top end of the smartphone
market, then, it looks like the Xperia Z5
Premium is the one to beat. For a little
while, anyway…

Would you buy a phone with a 4K display?

R E A D E R  P O L L

W H A T ’ S H O T

THE ZX SPECTRUM
The rubber-keyed 80s fave
is back, with not one but
two hardware emulators
reaching stores round about
now. The ZX Spectrum Vega
is a minimalist homage to the
original 48K machine that
comes with almost 1,000
games pre-loaded, while
the imaginatively named
Recreated ZX Spectrum is a
Bluetooth keyboard and app
combo for iOS and Android.
Horace is digging out his
skiing gloves as we speak…

Samsung Gear VR turns a phone into a virtual reality device. 4K smartphone screens would radically enhance this experience
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A
FTER 35 YEARS
and millions of
pounds of research,
it looks like working

quantum computers could be
almost here. And their impact
on our world could be massive.

I’m pleased to see the
quantum age arriving. Like
many people, I was intrigued by
the potential of computers that
exploited aspects of the
quantum-mechanical world,
such as superposition of states
and entanglement, to do
operations on real data, but
assumed my interest would
remain theoretical. Earlier this
year, though, Intel declared it
was investing over £30m in a
10-year partnership with Delft
University of Technology and
the Dutch Organisation for
Applied Research that aims to
deliver working quantum
computers. It won’t be for a
while, but it makes the project
look far more likely to succeed.

Quantum computers operate
according to different rules
than the silicon-based systems
we’re used to. Instead of bits
that can be one or zero, they
have qubits that can represent a
one, a zero or any ‘quantum
superposition’ of those two
states – and the more qubits
there are, the more states can

promise of new and perhaps
even more secure encryption,
but even if such systems were
available, deploying them
would be hugely disruptive.

This is some way off, but it’s
worth planning for. We already
have some working examples of
quantum computers – in April
2012 researchers built a two-
qubit computer from a
diamond crystal, and Google,
NASA and the US National
Security Agency are all

SCHRODINGER’S BIT

THE NEXT BIG THING

be represented. Once the initial
states are set, quantum logic
gates carry out a sequence of
operations until a measurement
is made – and that is the result,
which may be probabilistic.
The result of this complexity is
that – in theory – quantum
computers can solve certain
types of problem far faster than
any conventional machine,
including running simulations
of quantum physics models.
Other potential applications
include looking for prime
factors in very large integers
and guessing passwords to
encrypted files – which is
where things get interesting.

Much of the security
infrastructure of today’s
internet relies on encryption,
and many of the core public key
encryption systems themselves
depend on the extreme
computational difficulty of
solving precisely the range of
mathematical problems that
quantum computers are so
good at. So if we get working
quantum systems, and they’re
widely deployed, any assurance
that our online communications
are secure from interception or
decryption will vanish, and
we’ll be forced to reassess how
lots of things work. Quantum
computers hold out the

BILL

THOMPSON

contributes to

news.bbc.co.uk

and the BBC

World Service

investing in the technology. The
latest round of investment and
interest, from players who
know how to do large-scale
manufacture, is a significant
sign that, beneath the hype,
something’s going on.

WHAT IS IT?
Meet Diego-San, a mechanical baby built

by researchers at the University of San

Diego… and frankly the creepiest thing

we’ve seen in many a long year.

WHAT’S HE FOR?
We can imagine lots of uses for Diego-

San. He could offer comfort to a future

generation of domestic robots coming

to terms with realising that they’ll never

have children, or just be used to terrify

unruly reception classes into cowering

obeisance. Sadly, the truth is more

prosaic: he was built to replicate the ‘smile

timing strategies’ of real-life human infants.

AND THAT’S USEFUL BECAUSE…?
The child psychology researchers had

been studying smile-based interactions

between mother-baby pairs, and come

to the conclusion that, in a nutshell,

babies smile at their mothers purely

in order to get them to smile back. By

mimicking babies’ smile behaviour with

Diego-San, alongside non-matching

behaviours, they were able to test their

hypothesis and show that, yes, the

realistic behaviour elicited the most smile

responses from test subjects.

Quantum computers would present a whole heap of new security challenges
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F R O M  T H E  L A B ROBOT BABY

And you thought your cousin’s kid was a 

bit funny-looking…

Are quantum computers finally on their way?



Feed
your
mind

Neurozan® is certified by pioneering charity FOOD FOR THE BRAIN. www.foodforthebrain.org

From ,chemists,Waitrose,Holland & Barrett,health stores & www.neurozan.com
†A beneficial effect is obtained with a daily intake of 250mg DHA. *Nielsen GB ScanTrack Total Coverage 52 w/e 31 Jan 2015.

Neurozan® is an advanced, comprehensive
formula to help safeguard your daily
intake of essential vitamins and minerals. 
Including iron, zinc and iodine which
support normal cognitive function
and pantothenic acid which supports
normal mental performance.
Neurozan®Original contains a specially
developed combination of nutrients and is
certified by Food For The Brain.
Neurozan®Plusdual pack provides even
greater nutritional support with high purity
Omega-3 from Norway. DHA helps to
maintain normal brain function†.
So if you’re looking for a supplement
that’s different, keep Neurozan® in mind.
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which contribute to normal cognitive function



APPLIANCES OF SCIENCE

New from Acer is the
Revo Build, a ‘modular’
miniature PC. You could,
of course, argue that all
PCs are ‘modular’, but
Revo Build aims to make
life simple. The base unit
is a fully-functioning PC
with a footprint
measuring just 125 x
125mm, to which you
can add your choice of
‘Blocks’ containing – for
instance – graphics
cards, hard drives or
speakers. Blocks
connect using magnetic
pins, eliminating the
need for cables.

Acer Revo Build

From £199, acer.co.uk

STACK
’EM UP 2

Pioneer’s XDP-100R is
the first portable audio
player to support the
MQA format. MQA
(Master Quality
Authenticated) is a new 
approach to
compression that
produces truly lossless
audio within files that
are no larger than
320Kbps MP3s, and
can easily be streamed
via 3G. The XDP-100R
can store up to 288GB
of music, download
tunes without a PC and
access streaming
services like Spotify.

Pioneer XDP-100R

£499, pioneer.co.uk

PIONEERING
PLAYER3 5

Equipping your pad with
a cloud-linked CCTV
camera that sends
alerts to your phone
sounds like a good idea,s
but no-one wants to be
notified that the dog’s
wandered into the living
room 73 times a day.
That’s the issue the
Butterfleye camera aims
to solve. Its algorithms
recognise familiar
people and pets, sparing
you from over-zealous
notifications while
helping to assuage
privacy concerns.

Butterfleye

$260 (£170 approx),
getbutterfleye.com

SMARTER
SECURITY1

2

5

Tec h Hub

6 NIGHT
WATCH

Santa isn’t the only one
who knows when you
are sleeping. Designed
to help those with sleep
disorders analyse their
slumber, this Samsung
device slips under your
mattress, where it
monitors your heart
rate, breathing and
movement during the
night and relays that info
to its smartphone app.
SleepSense is also
Internet of Things-
ready – so you could set
it, for instance, to turn
off the television onceff
you fall asleep.

Samsung SleepSense

Price TBC, samsung.com

4
There’s certainly
no shortage of
Bluetooth keyboards to
pair with your
smartphone or tablet,
but the problem with
most of them is that, by
the time they’re small
enough to be truly
portable, they’re too
small to be truly useful.
Enter Rolly from LG, a
full-sized keyboard that
rolls up (or rather folds
up, if we’re being
pedantic) when not in
use to slide easily into
your backpack or
briefcase. Genius.

LG Rolly Keyboard

Price TBC, lg.com

ROLL UP,
ROLL UP

From capturing data for
3D printing to adding
interactive images to
Google Street View, 3D
photography’s definitely
on the rise – but the
requisite kit is costly.
Enter Bevel, a cross-
platform smartphone/
tablet add-on that uses
a laser and your device’s
camera to create 3D
pictures. Once captured,
images can be uploaded
to 3D image-sharing
platform Cashew via the
accompanying app.
Available early 2016.

Bevel

$99 (£65 approx),
matterandform.net

ALL-ROUND
BETTER PICS
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The launch of Tidal and Apple Music has offered music-lovers  

more streaming services to choose from than ever, but which is best? 

Russell Deeks dons headphones to find out…

A
LONG TIME AGO, in a galaxy far, far away – by 

which I mean San Diego – this writer attended 

MP3 Summit 2000. All the major players in ‘digital 

music’ were there – names like MP3.com, Napster, 

RealNetworks, Diamond Rio and Epitonic, plus 

the Men In Black, otherwise known as the RIAA – to 

discuss the burning questions of the day, such as “Why 

don’t major labels offer legal downloads?” and “Torrents 

– will they catch on?” And then MP3.com CEO Michael 

Robertson made a speech in which he said that one 

day we wouldn’t be downloading 128Kbps MP3s at all. 

Instead, we’d all be streaming high-resolution audio files 

direct to our phones instead. Mostly, we just laughed.

That was 15 years ago… and another world. As Fatboy 

Slim once said, we’ve come a long way baby. Today, for 

many people, streaming is the norm. While there may 

be a much-hyped ‘vinyl revival’, there’s a generation for 

whom the idea of paying to download an album seems 

as outdated as buying a CD did to the generation before 

them, and as buying a vinyl record did to the generation 

before them. Why faff about with à la carte dining when 

there’s an all-you-can-eat buffet?

The digital music landscape, though, continues to 

shift daily. Alliances and partnerships form and dissolve, 

venture capital-backed wunderkinder come and go, new 

formats and codecs that will save/destroy the industry 

emerge on a monthly basis. Which can get confusing, 

particularly if you’re not worried about keeping up with 

music biz machinations and just want to listen to some 

tunes! So we decided it was time Focus put four of the 

leading streaming services side-by-side, and compared 

how they shape up on a number of different fronts. 

The two most important factors, of course, are the 

range of music the services offer and the sound quality. 

We tested the former by checking the availability of some 

less well-known gems from our album collections, the 
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ULTIMATE TEST



latter by some old-fashioned close listening and A to B

comparisons, both on a desktop computer and using

the services’ respective mobile apps. But we also took

into account matters such as ease of use, what extras

they offer (curated playlists, artist biographies, ‘social’

features, the ability to purchase tracks or download

them for offline listening, and so on) and, last but by no 

means least, price.

One disclaimer before we get started: we’re not

declaring a ‘best streaming service’ here. Just as all cars

will get you from A to B, all four services mentioned will

give you access to a whole world of music for a monthly

fee, at quality levels that should satisfy 90 per cent of

the population, and if you plump for any one of them

you won’t go too far wrong. But if you’d like to make a

somewhat more informed choice – if you don’t want to

end up buying an SUV when you’re really more of 

a sports car kinda girl/guy – then read on…

HARD TO FIND?

We tested the range of the four services by

checking for the availability of the following 

lesser-known musical gems…

Xmal Deutschland - Viva

(Phonogram, 1987)

Slim Gaillard - Cement Mixer

(from Slim Gaillard 1945 Vol 2, Classics, 1989)

Naz Nomad & The Nightmares - Give Daddy 

The Knife, Cindy (Big Beat Records, 1984)

The March Violets - The Botanic Verses

(Jungle Records, 1993)

Bushy - Hiya

(Catskills Records, 2002)

UFO - UFO 2: Flying

(Beacon Records, 1971)

Asher Senator - Abbreviation Qualification

(Fashion Records, 1984)

Deadbolt - Voodoo Trucker

(Headhunter Records, 1999)

Mance Lipscomb - Essential Blues Collection

(Classics, 2013)

Cybernetic Witch Cult - Morlock Rock

(Groove Lizzard Time Wizzard, 2015)
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A P P L E 
M U S I C

G O O G L E  P L A Y 
M U S I C  

FOR A COMPANY that did so much to 

spearhead the ‘digital music revolution’ 

with the iPod and iTunes, Apple came 

to the streaming party quite late, only 

launching Apple Music this summer. Currently, 

three-month free trials are available, after which 

the service costs £9.99 a month. There’s a ‘free’ 

version, but all that gets you is the Beats 1 radio 

station, music recommendations and ‘Connect’.

Apple Music works within iTunes, rather than in 

a standalone player. Therefore, navigation can be a 

little confusing at first. But once you get used to it, 

anyone who’s used iTunes should find the interface 

fairly intuitive. Being able to switch back-and-

forth between your music library and streaming is 

pleasing, while Apple’s curated playlists are among 

the best of all the services, accurately named and 

with plenty of non-obvious choices. But what’s 

most impressive is the sheer range of music, with 

over 30 million tracks on offer. From 60s bluesman 

Mance Lipscomb via 80s reggae MC Asher Senator 

to up-and-coming doom metal outfit Cybernetic 

Witch Cult, seemingly no artist is too obscure.

On the downside, the highest-quality streams 

available are only 256Kbps AAC files, leaving Apple 

lagging in the sonic performance stakes, though 

for mobile use this may not matter so much. As 

for ‘Connect’, a sort of mini-MySpace within Apple 

Music… not a single artist we ‘followed’ appears to 

be using it. Maybe it’s a fun thing for Taylor Swift 

fans; for grown-ups, though, it’s an irritating waste 

of on-screen real estate.

+ Fantastic range

- Sound isn’t the best

LIKE APPLE MUSIC, the Play Music 

streaming service integrates with 

Google’s retail platform, so while there 

are dedicated mobile apps for iOS and 

Android, on a desktop it’s accessed via the Google 

Play store (third-party desktop apps are available 

for Windows and Linux, but we weren’t here to test 

those). You can sign up for free and use the mobile 

app to play your store purchases, but streaming 

will cost you £9.99 a month.

The advantage of retail integration, of course, 

is that if you like a track you’ve been streaming, 

clicking to buy it is simplicity itself; the downside is 

that we found the interface a tad confusing. While 

we’re on the subject of displeasing aspects of the 

user experience, special mention has to be made of 

the truly horrible playlists. They consist of an over-

layered ‘mood based’ system that appears to have 

put together by someone who loves flow charts, 

and a computer algorithm that hates human ears.

Still, streaming 320Kbps MP3s means that sound 

quality is just as good as Spotify or standard-

issue Tidal, and as with Apple, we struggled to find 

anything that’s on other streaming services but not 

on Google, so top marks in that department. Best 

of all, you can also upload up to 50,000 of your 

own existing music files to the Google Play ‘locker’, 

so you can listen to them wherever you are. For 

those that have a large digital music collection 

already, that could seal the deal. Similarly, if you’re 

heavily invested in the Google/Android ecosystem 

already, it’s the obvious choice.

+ Great range, online music locker

- Confusing interface

£ 9 . 9 9 P C M £ 9 . 9 9 P C M
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S P O T I F Y T I D A L  

RUSSELL DEEKS is a 

freelance science, music 

and technology journalist

SPOTIFY IS THE silverback in this line-

up. The Swedish company launched 

its service in 2008 and has 75 million 

registered users – more than the 

other three put together. Spotify offers two levels 

of service: you can stream 160Kbps Vorbis files, 

interrupted sporadically by ads, for nothing. Or for 

£9.99 a month you can stream ad-free at 320Kbps.

Operating as a standalone app for desktop and 

mobile means Spotify is far less confusing to use 

than either Apple or Google’s offerings. We like how 

easy it is to create, share and browse playlists, but 

it has to be said the user interface is starting to 

look a little long in the tooth. Scrolling down a long 

list of albums with non-collapsible tracklistings 

is far less intuitive than simply seeing a row of 

clickable album covers, for instance, and irritating if 

you’re browsing an extensive artist back catalogue.

Speaking of catalogue, Spotify claims a library 

of 30 million tracks – just like the other three – but 

there are gaps. UFO’s 1971 space-rock classic 

Flying isn’t there, for instance (though its tracks 

can all be streamed from compilations), while 90s 

gothabilly outfit Deadbolt are represented by two 

albums, versus six on Apple Music. What’s more, 

a number of high-profile artists including Prince, 

Taylor Swift and Atoms For Peace have pulled 

music from the service in disputes over royalties.

For casual users, Spotify remains the place to 

stream tunes for free – and the ad revenue thus 

generated should ensure it remains a key player for 

the future. But a refresh seems somewhat overdue.

+ Easy-to-use, free options

- Some gaps in catalogue

TIDAL LAUNCHED IN 2014, but came 

to mass attention earlier this year 

when it was acquired by rapper Jay-

Z’s Project Panther, and given a high-

profile launch attended by the likes of Daft Punk 

and Madonna. Tidal’s USPs? Better sound for the 

end user, and fairer royalties for artists – both of 

which come, unsurprisingly, at a price. 

The standard Tidal Premium costs £9.99 a month 

and offers unlimited streaming of 320Kbps AAC 

files (96Kbps on mobile), but there’s also a Tidal  

Hi-Fi option, which for £19.99 month lets you 

stream 1,411Kbps lossless FLAC files. That £10 

price hike has attracted some considerable 

criticism – but we tested the Hi-Fi service, and Lord 

was it worth it. If you’re serious about your music, 

then on the sound quality front Tidal Hi-Fi is a clear 

winner in our streaming contest. In fact, it’s hardly 

even a contest.

The interface is slick and intuitive, too. Some 

have dismissed it as a ‘Spotify clone’; we’d say 

it’s ‘like Spotify, but more modern and stylish’. In 

fact, the only grumbles are when it comes to the 

range of music on offer. Those with a penchant 

for goth-rock, for instance, will be disappointed to 

find artists like The March Violets and Naz Nomad – 

both present and correct on the other three – either 

missing or woefully under-represented. But fans 

of current dance music may actually find more of 

their favourite artists’ music on Tidal than on other 

services. Give it a few more content deals, and 

Tidal could be unstoppable.

+ Best for sound, great interface

– Smaller catalogue, more expensive

F R E E / £ 9 . 9 9 P C M £ 9 . 9 9 P C M / £ 1 9 . 9 9 P C M
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What is rocket science
It’s all about using rocket
propullsion to move anything from
a firewwork to a manned spaceship.
At the hheart of rocketry is Isaac
Newton’s Third Law of Motion,
somethhing that’s been established
for over 300 years. It says that every
action hhas an equal and opposite
reactionn. If you stand in front of a
wall and push it hard, you will move
backwaards. Similarly if you stand
on a skaateboard and throw a heavy
object away from you as hard as you
can (donn’t try this at home), you’ll
roll in thhe opposite direction. As
you pushh an object forwards, the
object puushes back on you with the
same ammount of force. In a rocket,
the ‘objeect’ being pushed is the
end prodduct of burning fuel, which
shoots ouut of the back of the rocket
as the fueel burns, forcing the rocket
to move iin the opposite direction.

Is it commplicated?
Not at all. There are three basic
requirements to a working rocket:
get it movving, overcome the pull of
gravity annd plot a course. Each of 

these depends on physics that has
been known since Newton’s day.

Rocketry in empty space is easy,
but on Earth we have to overcome
our planet’s gravity. This is where
a rocket is so much better than a
cannon. Sci-fi writer Jules Verne
suggested using the latter to fire a
shell containing three passengers to
the Moon in the 19th Century. But
a cannon has to get its payload up
to the speed needed to leave Earth’s
gravity – the escape velocity – by
the time it leaves the barrel, because
after that the only forces acting on it

are gravity and air resistance, which
both slow it down. The acceleration
to get Verne’s shell to the required
11.2km per second would squish
the passengers. But a rocket can
accelerate more gently for as long as
its fuel lasts, gradually climbing out 
of the Earth’s gravity.

When it comes to plotting a
course, once again, all we need is
Newton’s physics, which allows us
to understand how the flight path
will be affected by the gravitational
pulls of the Earth, the Sun and
the Moon (the planets will have
influences too but these are small
in a local flight), plus any ‘burns’
of the rocket engine. What makes
successful rocketry so difficult
isn’t so much the science as the
engineering. There’s so much
complex technology in a rocket that
it’s incredibly tough to be sure that 
everything is going to work.

So rocket science isn’t,
erm, ‘rocket science’?
No, but then not everyone can
grasp the basics of physics. P
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Jules Verne thought that we could send people to the 

Moon by blasting them there with a cannon
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The theory behind blasting something into space isn’t as mind-

boggling as you might think. What is complicated is the engineering 

needed to put the theory into practice, as Brian Clegg explains…
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When, in 1920, American rocket
pioneer Robert H Goddard

aid that a rocket from Earth couldsas
each the Moon,rer The New York
imesTiT clearly failed to understand
ow rockets work. An editorial inhoh

he newspaper commented: “Thattht
rofessor Goddard, with his ‘chair’ inPrP
lark College and the countenancingClC
f the Smithsonian Institution, doesofo
ot know the relation of action tonon
action, and of the need to haverer
mething better than a vacuumsos

gainst which to react – to say thataga
ould be absurd. Of course he onlywow
ems to lack the knowledge ladledsees

ut daily in high schools.”ouo
What the editorial missed is thatW

rocket doesn’t push against thea ra
mosphere – it’s pushed by theatma

urning fuel that shoots out of itsbub
ck. The newspaper published abab

orrection’ in 1969, when Apollo‘co‘
was on its way to the Moon, but11 w1
ver apologised for its manglingnevn
Newton’s laws of physics andofo

oddard’s reputation.GoG

How do rockets work?
l rockets work by the principleAllA
throwing something out of theof to
ck to push the rocket forward,bacb
t exactly what that ‘something’ isbutb
n vary. One of the earliest knowncanc
vices using rocket propulsion wasdevd
e aeolipile, which was designed bythet
ro of Alexandria in the 1st Century HeH

D. It used steam emerging fromADA
es to spin a metal ball.tubt

Most rockets use flammableM
bstances and it’s the energeticsubs
haust gases produced by burningexhe
m that provide thrust. Originally,thet
h rockets were powered bysucs

npowder but more modern designsgung
either specialist solid fuel oruseu

es like hydrogen, liquefied togaseg
ximise how much can be carried.maxm

ace rockets have to be able to workSpaS
hout air, so they need an oxidiserwithw

play the role of the oxygen in theto pt
mosphere. This might be liquidatma

gen or other substances.oxyo
he newest rocket technologyT

he ion drive or thruster. Thisis thi
n electric-powered rocket,is ani
ere charged particles (ions) arewhew
elerated by an electric field toaccea
ot out of the back of the rocket.shoos
usters are most commonly usedThrT
steering rockets as they’re veryfor sf
cise but quite weak. However,precp
y could provide the maintheyt
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Hero of Alexandria creates his 
aeolipile device. This Greek 
engineer, who specialises in 
exotic machinery, makes a metal 
sphere rotate using a pair of 
steam-emitting rocket nozzles.

1ST
CENTURY AD 

13TH
CENTURY AD 

1903

1942

1969

1957

Although gunpowder 
has been in use in 
China for around 

200 years, this 
century sees the first 

recorded production of 
gunpowder-powered 

rockets.

Russian schoolteacher Konstantin Tsiolkovsky 
publishes his book Investigating Space With 
Reaction Devices, defining modern rocket 
technology. This is also the year that the Wright 
Brothers first took a powered flight.

The V-2 rocket-
powered weapon 
(technically an A-4 
rocket) is used 
for the first time 
to make the first 
long-range ballistic 
missile. Though it 
causes devastation, 
the V-2 kick-starts 
both the US and 
the USSR’s space 
programmes.

A modified Russian 
R-7 rocket carries 
Sputnik 1, the world’s 
first artificial satellite, 
into space. This tiny 
satellite begins the 
space race between 
the US and the USSR.

Apollo 11 takes off on a Saturn V rocket, which is still the largest and 
most powerful rocket ever built. It makes history when it takes the first 
manned mission to land on the Moon.
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Getting to the ISS
propulsion for a rocket that was
designed for use in deep space.

How did rocket science begin?
Apart from Greek steam rockets, the
earliest rockets were produced for
firework displays and as weaponry in
China, where they date back at least
to the 13th Century. Metal rockets
for weapons began to be used in
the West in the 19th Century. They
were difficult to aim but provided an
effective terror weapon and became
popular for use from ships, as rockets
have no recoil – unlike guns. It’s this
kind of use that Francis Scott Key,
author of the US national anthem,
had in mind when he referred to the
“rockets’ red glare”.

When it came to space travel,
rockets appeared in stories decades
before they were practical. When the
American establishment first began
work on rocketry in the 1930s, the
military is said to have found the
whole concept too much like science
fiction, so the development base in
Pasadena, California was called the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, even though
it never worked on jets, only rockets.
Similarly, the rocket packs used to help
aircraft take off from short runways
were said to have ‘JATO’ (jet-assisted
take-off) to avoid the ‘R’ word.

Post-WWII space rockets of both
the USA and the USSR were initially
inspired by the German V-2 weapon.
Its developer, Wernher von Braun, had
little interest in the conflict but saw his
work as a way to make his space travel
dreams a reality. After the war, both
superpowers developed missiles from
the V-2, and the Atlas rockets used
to get the first American astronauts
into space were originally designed
as intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Even the Saturn V rocket used in the
Apollo programme had a lineage that
went back through the Jupiter series
to Redstone missiles.

Can rockets use oxygen
from the atmosphere?
Space rockets carry an oxidiser, such
as oxygen or hydrogen peroxide,
to enable fuel to burn in space. Yet
for the first and hardest part of the
launch, they are travelling through
the atmosphere. If they could pick
up oxygen as they went, it would
significantly reduce the take-off
weight. So it would be a huge

1 
Boosters

Four booster rockets 
strapped to the outside of the 
rocket give extra thrust during 
take-off before falling away. 
The boosters use kerosene 
and liquid oxygen.

2First stage

This is also known as  
the core stage. The first stage 
RD-108A motors join the 
boosters in accelerating the 
rocket away from the surface 
of the Earth.

3Second stage

In less than five minutes, 
the first stage has dropped 
away and the second stage 
RD-0110 rocket motors kick 
in to push the Soyuz TMA-M 
capsule into orbit.

A 
Capsule orbital 

module

The near-spherical orbital 
module provides the 
habitat for the astronauts 
in space. It is discarded 
before re-entry.

B   Capsule  

re-entry module

This is used during take-off 
and when the astronauts are 
returning to Earth. It has a  
heat shield, parachutes and  
a braking engine. 

C 
Capsule service  

module

The rear of the capsule 
contains propulsion systems for 
moving the craft while in orbit. 
It also contains controls for 
temperature, electrics and radio.

SOYUZ TMA-M CAPSULE

SOYUZ-FG ROCKET
Time (secs)

0 118 158 288 528
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How British astronaut Tim Peake will reach the 

International Space Station in December 2015
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-140°C before it mixes with the
hydrogen, which must take place in
around 1/100th of a second, while
avoiding ice blockages from moisture
in the air. Recently, this has been
achieved in the SABRE propulsion
system that was built by the British
company Reaction Engines. The
hope is that this will soon be used in
working rocket motors, designed for 
the SKYLON spaceplane.

Why do big rockets have 
multiple stages?
One of the biggest differences between
the rockets of early science fiction and
the actual ones that took people into
space was that the real rockets had
multiple stages that fell away as the
rocket left Earth. This idea was first
developed by Russian schoolteacher 
and rocket pioneer Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky as early as 1903.

The stages reflect the need to carry a
lot of fuel to allow the rocket to escape
Earth’s gravitational pull. When the
fuel tanks are empty, they’re just extra
mass that needs to be accelerated,
wasting fuel. By dropping off a stage
when its fuel is exhausted (or having
disposable external tanks like the
Space Shuttle), the remaining craft
becomes much lighter, needing less 

fuel to accelerate it. Tsiolkovsky was
a theorist and it was Goddard who
constructed the first practical multi-
stage experimental rockets.

Spacecraft returning to Earth use a
combination of air resistance, wings
(notably on the Space Shuttle) and
parachutes to slow down the ship
on re-entry, unlike most spaceships
in science fiction, which land slowly
under rocket power. Rockets are
used for landing where there’s no
air and relatively little gravity, such
as on the Moon, but a ship simply
can’t carry enough fuel to make a soft
landing on Earth – it uses most of its
fuel getting away in the first place.
To return to the Earth with rockets
would need some form of refuelling
capability in space, which is not
currently feasible.

Where have rockets been used? 
We are familiar with rockets in
firework displays and space vehicles
but the military have made use of
rocket technology for a long time,
from early devices that were little
more than metal bottle rockets
to modern missiles and rocket-
propelled grenades.

Elsewhere, rockets have had a life-
saving use in rescue flares, as a way
of getting a line from between ships 
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SKYLON is currently in development 

and does not require a pilot. If 

successful, it will allow efficient, 

aircraft-like access into space
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BALLISTIC MISSILE
One that starts under power, reaching a 

considerable height before dropping in 

freefall to its target. The V-2 was the first 

ballistic missile. 

INTERCONTINENTAL 
BALLISTIC MISSILE (ICBM)

Modern space rockets were mostly 

developed from the rockets designed to 

send nuclear missiles around the world.

IONS
The ‘thruster’ or ‘ion drive’ uses ions 

as its reaction mass. Ions are atoms 

that have electrons removed or added 

and, as a result, have an electric charge 

that means they can be propelled by an 

electric field.  

MEGANEWTONS (MN)  
Newtons (N) are the standard unit 

of force. 1N is the force required to 

accelerate 1kg through 1m per second 

per second. The downward force on 1kg 

due to the Earth’s gravity is 9.81N.  

A meganewton is a million newtons. 

 

REACTION MASS
The stuff thrown out of the back of a 

rocket to push it forward. In a traditional 

chemical rocket this is the exhaust gas 

from burning the fuel. 

 

THRUST
The amount of force generated by an 

engine to push a vehicle forwards, such 

as the force that is generated by a  

rocket motor.

advantage to use atmospheric
oxygen while it’s available.

The problem is that it’s a massive
technical challenge. In a hydrogen/
oxygen rocket, like many used
by NASA, the oxygen has to be
compressed and cooled to around 



to winch stranded sailors to safety
and in the ejector seats of military
planes. The jetpack used in the
James Bond film Thunderball was
more accurately a rocket belt, while
rockets have also powered cars and
sleds to record speeds. If you want
a lot of thrust for a relatively short
period of time, a rocket is often the
best solution. 

Will we always use rockets?
Some rockets, like ion drives, are
always likely to be useful. But it
would be ideal if we could replace
rockets, both to get away from
Earth and for the kind of long-term
acceleration needed to make travel to
the outer Solar System, or even other
stars, commonplace.

One alternative to rockets is the
space elevator. This involves running
an extremely long cable from a
satellite down to Earth’s surface. A
mechanical device would then be
used to climb up it, hauling a payload
into space. It’s a great concept as it
would be much cheaper than rockets,
and doesn’t need to carry its fuel.
But we don’t have any materials
strong enough to build a space
elevator from Earth. The cable would 
have to be nearly 38,000km long.
A typical 28mm steel cable of this
length, capable of supporting around
50 tonnes, would weigh 115,000
tonnes. In principle, though, we have

Find out more Listen to an episode

of The Infinite
Monkey Cage aboutee
space tourism at

bbc.in/12K3HYc

materials strong enough to build a
space elevator on the Moon.

When it comes to deep space,
we could replace some of the
requirements for rockets with solar
sails, which use the pressure of
sunlight to gradually accelerate a
vessel, or mass drivers, which are
like external thrusters that push the
whole ship. But the most dramatic
alternative, dreamt up in 1958, is
to propel a ship by exploding tiny
nuclear charges behind it, riding
the shockwave. The original Project
Orion had the motto “Mars by 1966,
Saturn by 1970”. It was never built
(in part because the original idea to
use these nuclear charges for taking
off from Earth was, to say the least, 

1. IT’S ALL DOWN TO NEWTON
Rockets are based on Newton’s Third Law of Motion. If you 

throw something away from you, you’re pushed back by the 

same amount of force. In a rocket, it is usually the exhaust gas 

from burning fuel that is pushed away from the motor.

2. IT’S NOT AS HARD AS YOU THINK 
Rocket science really isn’t complicated. The physics is little 

more than A Level stuff. What makes the whole business 

mind-boggling is the engineering – getting a massive, extremely 

complex collection of machinery working together in tight 

timescales and with tough conditions like the vacuum of space, 

while handling difficult substances like liquid oxygen.

3. ROCKETS NEED LOADS OF POWER 

The reason we need the power of vast rocket motors, like those 

used to get astronauts to the ISS, is the difficulty of getting away 

from the Earth’s gravitational pull. This takes a lot of (heavy) fuel, 

which is why we can’t land on the Earth using rockets the way 

the Apollo lunar module did on the Moon.

EXPLAIN IT TO A FRIEND

BRIAN CLEGG is a freelance science

writer and public speaker whose most 

recent book is Science For Life

The International Space Station at an altitude of around 354km (220 miles)

impractical). But the idea has been
revisited in later concept spaceships.
The huge advantage of nuclear
fuel is that it compresses far more
energy into a particular mass but the
risks attached have so far made this 
approach impractical. �

Rocket science isn’t rocket science: 

it’s just a matter of using Newton’s 

Third Law of Motion. But it has got us 

into space and to the Moon.
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EVER SEEN A lion in Lidl? A wolf in Waitrose?

Us neither. If an animal fancies a steak, it

has to go and find it. And when that steak has legs, 

getting a meal can be a tricky business.

“Most predators fail most of the time,” says Huw

Cordey, series producer of the new seven-part BBC

documentary The Hunt. “A lot of people think that

when a predator is ready to hunt, it just goes out 

and catches its prey. But the hit rate is tiny.”

Narrated by Sir David Attenborough, The Hunt
showcases some of the incredible strategies that

different kinds of animal have developed to maximise

their chances of success. You’ll see a pack of wild

dogs working as a team to capture prey more than

10 times their size, Arctic foxes leaping to pluck

auks out of the sky, and leopards stealthier than the

greatest ninja that ever lived.

One of the most impressive predators is the

Darwin’s bark spider – an arachnid that was only

discovered in Madagascar in 2009. About the size

of a thumbnail, it hunts insects flying through river

corridors. In order to catch as many meals as

possible, it weaves silk bridges up to 25m from one

bank to another, with the silk itself being over 10 

times stronger than Kevlar. Spider-Man looks like a 

rank amateur in comparison.

Elsewhere, the team behind The Hunt usedt
nifty technology to bring us as close to the action

as possible. To film Bengal tigers stalking through

an Indian forest, they fastened a gyro-stabilised

camera to an elephant. “Tigers don’t see elephants

as rivals, and they don’t associate the elephant with

human beings – so you can be invisible in the forest,”

explains Cordey.

Unfortunately, being invisible is less of an option

when it comes to polar bears. In a kind of reverse

Goldilocks scenario, a polar bear kicked in the door

of the crew’s tiny cabin while they were out filming

in Svalbard, and ate all of their food. “It looked like

a teenage house party,” says Cordey. “The only

difference was that the polar bear left all the alcohol.

And the Marmite. Bears don’t like Marmite.”
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The full story behind

these two pioneering
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Dino Snores
A sleepover for kids at the

Natural History Museum? 

Someone has never

watched a certain Ben

Stiller film… p105

The Invention
Of Science
A new book questions

our understanding of

some of science’s biggest 

breakthroughs. p106

The HuntThe Hunt is on BBC One onis on BBC One ont

Sunday nights, starting fromSunday nights, starting from

1 November (exact time TBC)1 November (exact time TBC)

THE HUNT



To Do List

TV & ONLINE

WATCH
SMARTPHONE & TABLET APPS

TOUCH
FROM 20 OCTOBER

Super Senses:
The Secret Power
Of Animals
Eden, 6pm

WE’D LOVE TO be a bat for the

night, beaming out ultrasound as

we swept through the sky. In this

three-part series – first shown on

BBC Two last year – Helen

Czerski and Patrick Aryee reveal

how animals experience sights,

sounds and smells that we can

only dream of.

26 OCTOBER

The Dark Side
Of The Ocean
Animal Planet, 26 October, 9pm

EVERY NIGHT, IN the oceans,

billions of creatures rise towards

the surface, returning to the

depths as the Sun rises. Now, for

the first time, this nocturnal

migration has been captured on

camera, unveiling a bestiary of

wildlife that wouldn’t look out of

place in The Life Aquatic.

WITH KATE RUSSELL

4 NOVEMBER

Spirit And Opportunity
National Geographic

Channel, 1

CURIOSITY MAY GET all the

press, but let’s not forget Spirit

and Opportunity – the two

NASA rovers that landed on

Mars in 2004. Opportunity is

still going strong, smashing its

original 90-day mission plan.

This programme updates us on

the rovers’ progress.

FROM 8 NOVEMBER

Breakthrough
National Geographic

Channel, 10pm

IF YOU LIKE your science

documentaries slick and stylish,

this one’s for you. Across six

episodes, big-name Hollywood

directors like Ron Howard and

Brett Ratner present their take

on some of the greatest

challenges facing humankind,

from ageing and droughts to

pandemics and brain seizures.

WITH JAMES LLOYD

KATE RUSSELL is a technology journalist and Click presenter

MarcoPolo Arctic 
iOS 8.0 or later, iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch, MarcoPolo Learning, Inc., £2.29

 

THE ARCTIC MIGHT look like a cold and desolate 

place from afar, but in fact it’s actually teeming 

with all kinds of wildlife, both in and out of the 

water. The MarcoPolo Arctic app brings this 

forbidding, icy landscape alive for young children, 

with cute narrated animations to help them learn 

about the creatures that live there. There are 

more than 30 animals to explore, including birds, 

whales, bears and hares. The interactive puzzles 

and sandbox world help engage young minds in 

playful learning, and who knows – maybe it’ll inspire the next great 

explorer to begin their epic journey!

Thinkrolls 2
iOS 6.0 or later, iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch, Android 2.3.3 or later, 

Avokiddo, £2.29/£2.19

 

ANOTHER PLAY-BASED learning app, 

Thinkrolls 2 is the latest release in a 

series that delivers logic and physics 

puzzles for children aged between 

three and nine years old. As you 

work through the levels, moving your 

character ever downwards through 

the complex maze of obstacles, 

you’ll be challenged to work out 

how electricity, buoyancy and even 

wormholes will affect the play area. 

There are 235 levels in total – some 

more suited to slightly older children – which will keep their brains 

and fingers engaged for hours.

Physics Toolbox Sensor Suite
Android 4.1 or later, Vieyra Software, free

 

MANY ANDROID PHONES have a range of sensors 

built into the technology that, with the right apps 

installed, can be used to collect, record, and 

export data for all kinds of scientific projects. 

Unlock your phone’s experimental potential in one 

fell swoop with this free download, which turns 

your device into a g-force meter, light meter, 

barometer, hygrometer, magnetometer and 

stroboscope, to name but a few of its possible 

scientific uses. This gimmick-free app records 

the data in comma-separated value (CSV) format, which means it’s 

easily exportable for use in whatever project you need it for. 

LISTEN

The Life Scientific
BBC Radio 4, Tuesdays, 9am

Prof Jim Al-Khalili returns with

another series of his scientific

chat show. Guests include US

psychologist Prof Robert Plomin,

and Prof Kathy Willis, Director of

Science at Kew Gardens.
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The sea is home  

to some truly  

weird creatures

Jim Al-Khalili 

returns to Radio 4

Opportunity is still sending back data 

over a decade after landing on Mars
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To Do List

NOVEMBER BRINGS COLD and rainy evenings, but it

also delivers the excitement of Bonfire Night. This year, 

rather than standing in a chilly park watching the

fireworks, enjoy some indoor explosions at the Royal

Institution. At their adults-only evening, you can discover

how fireworks are made and get up-close with some

gunpowder. And of course, Bonfire Night wouldn’t be a ‘thing’

if Guy Fawkes hadn’t plotted to blow up the Houses of

Parliament. But what’s the science behind betrayal? Are we

the only animals to plot against each other? Find out at this 

exciting evening of activities. 

6 NOVEMBER

Gunpowder, Treason And Plot
Royal Institution, London, 6.30pm-10.30pm, £12, rigb.org

22 OCTOBER

Graphic Sex
Gosh Comics, London, 7:30pm-9pm, goshlondon.com

NO, IT’S NOT a porn-fest. Instead it’s a free talk by Stephen Lowther 

of the Wellcome Trust about how sex, censorship and gender

identity are portrayed in comics, graphic novels and postcards.

VISIT
EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS
WITH JHENI OSMAN

23 OCTOBER

Dino Snores
Natural History Museum, London, 6:45pm, £60, nhm.ac.uk

WHILE WE WAIT for dino de-extinction, kids can enjoy this ultimate 

of sleepovers in the Natural History Museum’s hallowed halls.

30 OCTOBER

From Molecules To Nanoscale Machines
Royal Institution, London, 7:50pm-9:30pm, £12, rigb.org

IMAGINE A SWARM of robots, just nanometres in size, performing

reconnaissance missions or targeting sick cells inside your body.

Join Prof Neil Champness to discover how that reality isn’t far off.

10 NOVEMBER

Colliding Galaxies
Royal Astronomical Society, London, 1pm-2pm, 6pm-7pm, ras.org.uk

EVER WONDERED WHAT happens when galaxies collide? Find  

out at this free talk and peer into our distant future.

19 NOVEMBER

The Science And Politics Of Laziness
Wellcome Collection, London, 7pm-8:30pm, wellcomecollection.org

“GET UP LAZY bones!” How often have you heard that? At

this discussion, Dr Claudia Hammond tries to find the line  

between having a rest and being bone idle.

UNTIL 3 JANUARY

I Spy… Nature
National Museum, Cardiff, museumwales.ac.uk

VIEW THE WORLD through the eyes of an animal at this free

exhibition, where you’ll learn how to observe and record nature. 

19 NOVEMBER

Revelations: Experiments In Photography 

National Media Museum, Bradford,

nationalmediamuseum.org.uk

AT THIS FREE exhibition, see rare scientific photos such as this 

image of an insect wing from 1840. Runs until 7 February.

EDITOR'S

CHOICE

20 NOVEMBER  
Trauma
Science Gallery, Dublin, dublin.sciencegallery.com

THIS FREE EXHIBITION explores the physical and emotional upheaval

of trauma, and how the body and brain heal. Runs until 7 February.

UNTIL 26 JUNE

Astronomy Photographer Of The Year
Royal Observatory Greenwich, London, rmg.co.uk

ARE WE ALONE? Is there just one Universe? At this free exhibition,

marvel at our cosmos and the skill of those who caught it on camera.
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THE LATEST SCIENCE BOOKS REVIEWED

READ

HEROES, VILLAINS, SKULDUGGERY,

death – the history of science doesn’t

lack for great stories. One of my

favourite books as a kid was Asimov’s
Biographical Encyclopaedia Of Science 
And Technology by the eponymousy
sci-fi writer. Alongside tales of genius

like Newton’s intellectual leap from a

falling apple to Universal Law were

the struggles of pioneers like Ignaz

Semmelweis, whose life-saving work on

antisepsis was blocked by petty feuding.

But later I discovered such stories are

often just that: entertaining fictions that

hide a more complex reality. Newton has

since been accused of inventing the apple

story to help him gain precedence for the

law of gravity over a rival. Semmelweis’s

ideas about disinfectants got a hard time 

for good reasons as well as bad.

As David Wootton’s massive new study

shows, the same is true of accounts

of the emergence of science. As a

professor of history, Wootton has seen

the impact of many fads on his subject,

and the history of science in particular.

The views of science promulgated by

writers like Asimov are now dismissed as

‘Whiggish’ attempts to decide triumphs

and failures in hindsight. Then there are

the relativists, who question the idea that 

sc

being ‘valid’ in some sense.

Wootton is not happy with the impact

of all these fads on his field. He claims

most fellow historians have been failing

to do their subject justice, and gives

examples of distinguished colleagues

talking nonsense.

Clearly, this is fighting talk, so what’s

his take? Simply put, that what we call

‘science’ emerged between 1572, when

the Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe

observed an exploding star, and 1704,

when Newton published his work on the 

nature of light.

You’ll have to read his account to find

out why. But at 700-plus pages, is the

effort worthwhile? Unless you’re up for

scholarly analysis of a host of esoteric

points of academic dispute, then the 

answer is clearly no.

If, like me, you’re fascinated by the

subject, the answer is still no. There’s no

real engagement with ongoing debates

about, for example, probabilistic ways of

gauging evidence, or the very definition

of what science is. In so large a book by

so distinguished a historian, I had hoped 

to discover so much more.

QQQQQ

When did the scientific revolution begin?

In 1572 – the year in which then-unknown

astronomer Tycho Brahe sees a new star

in the sky. Every astronomer in the world

starts paying attention to it, and Brahe

demonstrates that this star is not in the

upper atmosphere but in the heavens.

According to Aristotle, there can’t be

change in the heavens – his philosophy

says that this star can’t exist. This is the

first great anomaly, and it provokes the

first modern research programme. Brahe

gets vast resources to build a great

observatory, study the heavens, and

learn what’s wrong with previous

interpretations. That new view of science 

echoes through into other disciplines.

What is the most important event in

the scientific revolution?

I think the event that crystallises the new

science is the famous experiment where 

Blaise Pascal has his brother-in-law

carry a barometer up the Puy de Dôme

mountain [in central France] to establish

that the atmospheric pressure at the top

of the mountain is lower. That crucial

experiment is the first to establish the

power of the experimental method. The

whole commitment of the Royal Society

– founded in 1660 – to the experimental

method really comes out of the success 

of Pascal’s experiment.

Are we still living in the scientific

revolution today?

Absolutely. This process proceeds

uninterruptedly from 1572 right through to

today. There are big changes in the way 

we think about knowledge, but our

understanding of what knowledge really

is unchanged from the early 17th Century.

In that sense, science is a continuous

process, and presumably science will

continue into the indefinite future using

the same sorts of terms and concepts.

David
Wootton

The Invention
Of Science
David Wootton

Allen Lane £30

ROBERT MATTHEWS is Visiting Professor

in Science at Aston University

MEET THE AUTHOR
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Hardback Paperback  
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“Wootton has
seen the impact of
many fads on his
subject, and the
history of science
in particular”
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Seven Brief Lessons
In Physics
Carlo Rovelli

Allen Lane  £9.99

THIS ELEGANT LITTLE book by Italian 

physicist Carlo Rovelli is a cappuccino of 

a read. It’s frothy and fun, but short on 

substance and overpriced. Consisting of 

translations of seven extended magazine 

articles, it runs to just 78 small pages.

The book introduces some key aspects 

of modern physics – quantum theory, 

cosmology and loop quantum gravity 

(though no mention of the opposing string 

theory), for instance. But Rovelli can be 

fuzzy on history – so we are told that 

Einstein spent “10 years of frenzied 

studies” on General Relativity, where in 

fact he spent a fair proportion of that 

time ignoring it in favour of quantum 

mechanics. The simplicity of the content 

can be misleading  – Rovelli tells us that 

“things fall because space curves”. It 

sounds impressive, but isn’t right. 

The collection finishes with an 

interesting exploration of the relationship 

between humans and science, which is 

intriguing, if not exactly physics. All in all, 

Seven Brief Lessons In Physics is a fair 

attempt to introduce the foundations of 

the subject to someone who hasn’t much 

experience of science, perhaps as a 

taster for something more substantial.

QQQQQ

The Magic & Mystery of Birds
The Surprising Lives Of Birds And What They

Reveal About Being Human

Noah Strycker

Souvenir Press  £12

ANTHROPOMORPHISM MAY BE frowned 

on by some scientists, but it’s 

increasingly fashionable to study animal 

emotions and personalities. In this 

absorbing and often witty book, Noel 

Strycker explores the many parallels 

between birds and us, pointing out that 

the gap separating the avian world from 

the human one is forever shrinking.

Each chapter focuses on a different 

behaviour, from the artistic sensibilities 

of bowerbirds to the navigational 

prowess of racing pigeons. Strycker has 

a magpie’s eye for detail (though I spotted 

a few minor errors), combined with an 

engaging and discursive style. He is 

particularly good at recounting 

fascinating field studies from the past 

200 years. Some would raise eyebrows 

today, such as John Bachman’s 

investigation of how vultures find food 

that required gouging the birds’ eyes out.

While discussing the high-octane 

existence of hummingbirds, Strycker 

ponders the implications of our own 

frenetic modern lifestyles. “It seems like 

humans are speeding up… but do we 

really want to become hummingbirds?”

QQQQQ

The Master Algorithm
How The Quest For The Ultimate Learning  

Machine Will Remake Our World

Pedro Domingos

Allen Lane  £20

AS MORE OF us submit to the algorithms 

that drive our search engines, shopping 

sites and social networks, it is becoming 

vital that we understand how the core 

technologies that enable adaptive 

behaviours and machine learning work. 

But while Pedro Domingos may be a 

world-class researcher in the field, he is 

far from being a world-class explainer. 

The Master Algorithm moves from 

simple metaphors about cell metabolism 

to attempts to explain the complex 

mathematics of Markov chains, but fails 

to build a level of understanding, leaving 

me wishing for more clarity. I was also 

completely unconvinced either that there 

could be a ‘master algorithm’ that will 

unify the field, or even that we need one.

Machine learning in all its many forms 

has already transformed our lives and 

will continue to grow in importance as 

we build ever more complex systems that 

can only be understood and managed by 

systems of similar scale and complexity. 

But it is going to take a better book than 

this if we are to truly appreciate what 

they do, how they do it, and how we 

might control them.

QQQQQ

HAVE YOU EVER had ‘Cancel-elation’? It’s 

the feeling you get when a meeting or 

appointment that you were dreading, but 

didn’t have the courage to cancel, is 

cancelled by the other party. It’s a common 

sentiment among office workers. Next time 

you’re thinking about whether to say yes to 

a meeting in the future, consider how you 

might feel if it was cancelled. If you’re 

feeling good – then you probably shouldn’t 

agree to the meeting in the first place.

 It’s this kind of advice that populates 

Dan Ariely’s latest book, Behavioural
Economics Saved My Dog. A behavioural

economist by trade, Ariely has been an

unconventional agony aunt for the readers 

of the Wall Street Journal for some time 

now, and this book collects his work in one 

place. Ariely doles out advice on everyday 

life, all from the viewpoint of someone 

who’s spent his career studying how 

people make decisions. With Ariely’s level 

of expertise there’s always the risk of 

sounding condescending and dry, but his 

humble, playful delivery feels like sage 

advice from a friend from start to finish.

QQQQQ

Behavioural Economics 
Saved My Dog
Dan Ariely

Oneworld  £8.99

DANIEL BENNETT is Acting Editor at Focus 

magazine and has a psychology degree

BEN HOARE is the features editor at BBC 

Wildlife magazine and is an avid birder

BRIAN CLEGG is a science writer whose 

most recent book is Science For Life

BILL THOMPSON is a tech editor and 

frequent contributor to news.bbc.co.uk
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TECH TOYS 
TECHNOLOGY AT ITS BEST

like. What started with basic wood-carved 

models has become an infinite universe full of variety! Today our toys can teach us, inspire us and shape who we become, 

using some of the world’s most advanced technology to ensure enjoyment to people of all ages.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

DJI Phantom 3 Standard | £619
We’ve seen robots, smart lights and droids; the 21st century is finally delivering – although not a 

hover board in sight (yet) Mere humans can now easily control a flying machine whilst  

he skies with HD vision and collision sensors.

ago, we wrote about the best ways in which 

nes are currently being utilised – this includes  

herding sheep, delivering pizza and even  

playing cupid, used by some restaurants  

to dangle mistletoe between loved-up  

diners on valentines day. That’s the best 

thing about the DJI family – there is a model  

for everyone; whether you’re a photographer,  

a sheep farmer or simply just want a new toy.

delving into the realms of smart technology,  

t of Things by showcasing brand new ranges.  

nd Action are the latest categories, the latter  

ch they introduced DJI to a few months back. 

0845 269 3759
first@expansys.com

www.expansys.com/dji-store

Did you know: Toys have always inspired and shaped children and adults a

hover board in sight (yet). Mere humans c

it records from t

A few months

dron

f

a

Expansys are

and The Internet

Smart Home, Life a

of whic

Orion StarMax 127mm Equatorial Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope 
£582.00
For the serious astronomer who values performance and quality optics but wants portability and 

easy set-up, the Orion StarMax 127mm Equatorial Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope is ideal. 

The telescope is a Maksutov-Cassegrain optical design and offers a big 127mm (5”) aperture for 

delivering high-resolution imaging performance in a tube only 14.5” long! The included AstroView 

equatorial mount and tripod provides more than ample support for high-magnification views, and a 

solid platform for astro-imaging.

With 55% greater light-gathering capacity than a 100mm telescope and double that of a 90mm, the 

hundreds of deep-sky objects plotted on your star atlas now become willing targets. The long focal 

length of this telescope allows high power viewing of the brighter planets, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, 

as well as awesome views of the Moon.

If you want a telescope that will give stunning images of the night sky, then look no further than 

the Orion StarMax 127.

01823 665510
www.scsastro.co.uk/Orion-Telescopes-and-Binoculars/Telescopes/StarMax
SCS Astro Ltd, The Astronomy Shop, 1 Tone Hill, Wellington, Somerset TA21 0AU
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EDUCATION

PUBLISHERSTECHNOLOGY

Celestron is distributed in the UK and Ireland by David Hinds Ltd. Dealer enquiries welcomed.
David Hinds Ltd. Unit R, Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire LU7 4UH

Celestron® and TetraViewTM are registered trademarks or trademarks of Celestron Acquisition, LLC in the United States and in
dozens of other countries around the world. All rights reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
AppStore is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Google Play is a registered trademark of Google Inc.

See more with Celestron

www.celestron.uk.com

The professional-level Celestron TetraView LCDD
is a touchscreen digital microscope with advanced
features at a reasonable price. TetraView features ffour
fully achromatic lens objectives, a fully mechanical
stage, a 4.3” TFT full colour touch screen, 5 MP CMOOS
sensor, and a 2 GB SD card for storing your photos
and videos. Taking high-resolution images and videeo
f specimen slides has neverf specimen slides has never
een easier.

See more wre w

TECHNOLOGICALLYSUPERIOR

Capture. Share.
is a Wi-Fi enabled handheld

microscope that enables you
the microscopic world right
smartphone
!

icro Fi

an
oof
b

01502 72520525205
and specialist dealers nationwide

are available from

Stream.
Micro Fi
digital m
to view t
on your s
or tablet

M

Celestron Microscopes
are available from

Handheld
Pro5MP
Digital Microscope

asy to use, low-powerEa
icroscope withm
large 5.0 MPa

sensor and stand.





WI-FI

* Required: broadband Internet connection, router and active power sockets within one property.

ter than any Wi-Fi repeater

oy Wi-Fi in any room*

st reception for smartphones 
nd tablets

LAN® 500 WiFi Starter Kit
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More information:
www.devolo.co.uk/wi-fi
Tel.: +44 (0)1865 784344 
Email: sales@devolo.co.uk
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FOCUS CROSSWORD No 183

ACROSS DOWN

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD No 180

WIN! WILDLIFE
OF THE WORLD 

The first five correct solutions
drawn will each win a copy of
Wildlife Of The World (Dorlingd
Kindersley, £25). Entries must
be received by 5pm on 12
November 2015.
See below for
more details.

John Harvey, P Hodgkinson, Andy Champion,
John Rawcliffe and Clive Roper each solved
issue 284’s puzzle and receive a copy of
Complete Speed With Guy Martin (Dazzler n
Media, £19.99).

Post entries to BBC Focus Magazine, November 2015 Crossword, PO
Box 501, Leicester, LE94 0AA or email a scan of the completed crossword
or a list of answers to november2015@focuscomps.co.uk by 5pm on 12
November 2015. Entrants must supply name, address and phone number.
Immediate Media, publisher of BBC Focus Magazine, may contact you with
details of our products and services or to undertake research. Please write
‘Do Not Contact’ on your email or postal entry if you do not want to receive
such information by post or phone. Please write your email address on
your postal entry if you would like to receive such information by email.

Entrants must be UK residents (inc Channel Islands) aged 18 or over.
Immediate Media employees are not eligible to enter. By entering participants
agree to be bound by these terms and conditions and that their name and
county may be released if they win. Only one entry permitted per person. No
responsibility is accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent entries.
Entries received after the closing date will not be considered. Immediate
Media (publisher of BBC Focus Magazine) will only ever use personale
details for the purposes of administering this competition unless you permit

YOUR DETAILS

NAME

ADDRESS

EMAIL

TELPOSTCODE

otherwise. Read more about the Immediate Privacy Policy at
www.immediatemedia.co.uk/privacy-policy. The winning entrants will be the
first correct entries drawn at random after the closing time. The prize and
number of winners will be as shown above. The winners will be notified within
30 days of the closing date by post. Immediate Media’s decision is final and no
further correspondence relating to the competition will be entered into. If the
winner cannot be contacted within one month of the closing date, Immediate
Media reserves the right to offer the prize to a runner-up.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

9 Gold river is source of perfume
ingredient (9)

10 Designed pool with gap to escape (8)
12 Wise men include graduate and

soldier (4)
13 Tooth lets detectives capture

American head of personnel (6)
14 Block me returning to pub, then

leave (7)
15 Small image of digital protection (9)
17 Three sons displaying difference (9)
18 Resistance in opportunity for

growth (7)
20 Get air-conditioning into medical

assessment (6)
21 Living unit becomes place of

confinement (4)
24 After a walk, spies trouble at

the top (8)
26 Purely mechanical to prohibit gold

like this (8)
28 Point copper towards betting (4)
29 Learnt to play the horn (6)
31 Try hand at running outlet (7)
34 Saucy picture provides prototype (9)
36 Shyness – it affects integration (9)
38 Opposite of trendy poetry (7)
39 Fat wall to crumble (6)
40 Second kind of cloth (4)
41 Annoying situation united feeble

person and garden pest (8)
42 Making of cheese into a new

container first (9)

1 Comic set turned out to be
superficial (8)

2 Old king to turn twice to a palm (6)
3 Old mate managed to get union

into balance (8)
4 Leaflike structure may set lip off (6)
5 Happy to sprinkle oil on island flowers (8)
6 Wellington’s ride to the capital (10)
7 Heard talk of dessert ingredient (7)
8 Clear out European timber (6)
11 Comfort at the desk (7)
16 British spice used to add muscle (6)
19 Finally doesn’t finish a book (5)
20 Drink of character, say (3)
22 Heather, or another woman (5)
23 Felt hand move with hesitation (6)
25 A ventricle somehow is only fixed

at one end (10)
26 Seed vessel starts to bear uncanny

resemblance (3)
27 Braids unfortunately get caught,

having a rough surface (7)
30 Freedom to move some distance from

the Equator (8)
31 Husbands have space next to river

for coop (8)
32 Time has confused county and city (8)
33 Modernise at university, taking degree (7)
35 Expose defence group turning evil (6)
36 Ali is worried about key glass

component (6)
37 Drink to liveliness (6)

Mindgames

More online Solve puzzles from BBCSolve puzzles from BBC Only ConnectOnly Connect

hosted by Victoria Coren Mitchell athosted by Victoria Coren Mitchell at http://bbc.in/1vCOzuYhttp://bbc.in/1vCOzuY

Entries must be received by
5pm on 12 November 2015.
See below for more details.



processes control cell division in almost all living things. It was a

genuine eureka moment. I’m also proud of setting up Cancer Research

UK. It’s one of the biggest cancer research organisations in the world.

I’ve lived in lots of different places but I like London best. It’s

where I was brought up. It’s vibrant. I go to the theatre a lot. If I wasn’t

a scientist I think I’d like to be a theatre director. I’d be no good as an

actor. I’d never remember my lines and I’d probably ham it up.

I potter around Oxford on my Triumph Bonneville, a classic-

looking motorbike. But I’m also a pilot and co-own a glider. I was

recently flying in the Pyrenees.

My presidency at the Royal Society finishes this year. I’ve really

enjoyed my time there but it’s time to move on. I’m still a practising

scientist – unusual for someone at my level – so I’ll carry on running

my lab, and I’m boss of the Francis Crick Institute, a huge collaborative

medical research institute that’s being built in King’s Cross, London.

I think that I’m a curious and busy person. It worries me that

I get tangled up in doing too many things and that I don’t do enough of

them properly. I think it’s possible that people find me a little tiring.�

5

When I was a kid, I remember seeing Sputnik 2 shooting across

the sky. I chased it down the road in my pyjamas pointing it out to

everyone. It made me think about the sky and the world around me.

Nowadays I have telescope on the roof of the Royal Society in London.

Eight years ago I found out that the person I thought was my

sister was actually my mother. She had me illegitimately when

she was 19 so the family decided to keep it secret. I was brought up by

my grandparents and thought they were my parents. I found out by

accident when I was applying for a Green Card. It was a bit unsettling

but I know that everyone did what they thought was best for me and I

had a very happy childhood. The irony is that I’m a geneticist but I had

my own genetics kept from me.

I had trouble getting into university. Back then you had to have

a language and I failed my French O Level six times. Eventually

Birmingham let me in anyway.

Having a Nobel Prize is very satisfying but I’m really proud of

the work I did that led up to it. I worked out ways of finding the

genes that control cellular division in yeast, then showed that the

same genes existed in mammals. I realised that the same fundamentalIL
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The Royal Society President and Nobel 

laureate explains to Helen Pilcher why he  

nearly didn’t get into university

MY LIFE SCIENTIFIC
S I R  PA U L  N U R S E

discover MORE!
To listen to an episode of The Life Scientific 
with Sir Paul Nurse, visit bbc.in/KVpidr



BEBOP DRONE

Heavy weight technology, featherweight design

Available to buy from

FULL HD VIDEO,

STABILISED ON 3-AXES

FIRST PERSON VIEW 

PILOTING

LIGHTWEIGHT & BUILT

WITH SAFETY IN MIND




